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pass” b.v the legislative comon judiciary,
hree were introduced by Bui Weston.
• • • •
same committee reported faa bill transferring appointof fish and game wardens
he governor to the commiso! inland fisheries and game.
• • • •
station for run-off primary
ns for the offices of governitetl States senator and U.
msentatives was introduced
Maine legislature by Senaldreth of Portland. Similar
Uon was rejected by previous
tures.
bill provided that the pri
ded ion would be held in May
of June. If no candidate
<1 a majority of the votes
he two with the highest toould contest in the run-off
held in June.
• • • •
itor Lauren M. Sanborn or
nd has introduced a bill emng the chief justice to name a
ttee from the Maine State
study tiie practice and proboth at law and in equity.
Supreme and Superior Courts
;pcrt to the chief justice beX-t. 1. 1942. The committee
be directed to recommend any
jle changes it deemed needed
rc.f administration of justice
courts. The committee would
no pa\. Pension pay would
made available to retired
cf Maine’s high courts if
•ctirement they acted as atln any action or legal pro
in which the State was an
se party'' under a bill preby Senator Laughlin.

'H THOMASTON
ral Surplus Foods will be
out, Monday, 1 to 4 o’clock
om 5 to 8 o'clock,
and Mr Vernon Simmons
orne their daughter, Patricia
•om Knox Hospital las! Sunhete she has been In the inlor three months. She now

abed the scale to 5 pounds,
ces
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The Black

Second Honors Go To Miss June Chatto

—Twenty Seniors Rank Above 90

1809
Stanley Murray, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Allan J. Murray wus an
nounced as valedictorian of the
class of 1941, by Principal Joseph
E. Blaisdell this morning. He has
an average of 95.08 for four years.
Miss June Chatto is salutatorian
with an average of 94.27. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
A. Chatto, and has been a member
of the debating team for several
years.
Other honor students are Miss
Mary Lamb, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Lamb; Ruth Goldberg,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Goldberg;
Shirlene
McKinney,

[EDITORIAL]
THE CHURCHILL BROADCAST
Winston Churchill. Prime Minister of England, had a
tremendous audience for his broadcast Sunday afternoon.
His talk probably did not fall cheerfully upon the ears of
Axis listeners, but to those of us who still have faith in de
mocracies it was a clearly enunciated and highly inspiring
message. The latter were in full accord with what the Prime
Minister said about the two dictators who are largely re
sponsible for the current butchery—Hitler, “that wicked man
whose crime-stained regime and system are at bay and in the
toils;” and Hitler’s echo, Mussolini, “the crafty cold-blooded,
black-hearted Italian, who had thought to gain his Empire on
the cheap by stabbing fallen France in the back.” World
wide contempt for Benito Mussolini seems almost to over
shadow the hate for Adolf Htler,
Winston Churchill spoke the better part of an hour, re
viewing tire progress of the war from its darkest period to the
current status when victories in Libya and Albania have done
so much lo Implant new courage in the hearts of all Britons
and all who fell that they have a fellow interest in the suc
cess of Great Britain's cause. The climax of his broadcast
was reserved for grateful thanks to America, and the assur
ance that England doesn’t want our armies, but earnestly
seeks’the tools with which she may complete the job.
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HOPES TO END DISCUSSION
L Drew Betz Replies To President Holt
On Suggested Kelp Legislation

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ross
McKinney;
Geraldine
Norton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vance
Norton; Barbara Robinson, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Robin
son; Helm! Lehto, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eino Lehto; Ruth Witham,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
Witham; and Lucy Thompson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Thompson. '
Twenty students of the senior
class had an average of 90 or above,
and the valedictorian was the only
boy to be an honor student. Mr.
Murray is a Boy Scout, and is now
working for the rank of Eagle Scout.

SUPERIOR COURT CONVENES

(By The Roving Reporter)

The roads in this section of the his liind-legs to scratch on the win
State are surprisingly bare of snow dow and the electric eye did tiie
A New Justice and a New County Attorney and ice and many fields and pas rest,
tures are almost in that condition.
(AN OPEN LETTER)
“There’s gold in them thar
Better
have the snow disappear
Make Their Appearance This Term
Our own experience clearly indi
Philadelphia, Feb. 5.
Armour
chickens!” And the gold
gradually than to have one of those
cates that kelp beds can best b
Algin Corporation of America,
is
a
John
Bird Co. signet ring.
damaging Spring freshets. To be
conserved by lessees who have an
Fred
Townsend
of Matinicus found
Rockland, Maine.
Knox County Superior Court con
The traverse jury will not report sure there is no guarantee that a bright and shinging ring while
interest
in
their
preservation,
rather
Attention Robert S. Holt, Pres.
there will not be a lot more snow.
than by uncontrolled exploitation on vened at 10 o’clock this morning until Thursday morning.
dressing a chicken, recently bought
Dear Mr. Holt:—
Following is the new entry list
the part of inexperienced people with Justice Raymond Fellows of
from the Armour Co., Rockland,
One
motor-vehicle
accident
death
The recent publication in The who are not paying revenue to the Bangor making his initial appear for the divorce court.
THE LEND-LEASE BILL
What is the penalty for a gold
occurs
approximately
every
15
Rockland Courier-Gazette of your State for the privilege of using its ance on the local bench, and Rev.
Helen Gordon of Warren from
hoarding chicken? Mrs. Townsend,
The overwhelming majority by which the Lend-Lease
Charles
A.
Marstaller
of
the
Little

personal letter to me of Feb. 5, par natural resources.
Jack
Gordon, married at New York minutes of each day during the the Matinicus correspondent goes
,
bill passed the House Saturday was conclusive evidence of two
year,
according
to
the
Census.
The
ticularly your publicly announced
on to say:
California, which also has a large field Memorial Church acting as Feb. 3, 1933. Libellant asks for penalty of progress.
things----- first, that the Democratic majority had the power to
invitation to join in urging the kelp industry, has for many years chaplain.
custody of minor children, Raloh
“Now and thpn an article appears
obey the President's wish, and secondly that the public, gen
passage of an Act repealing the Kelp ' had a conservation Statute with
While it is Judge Fellows’ first and Richard. Burrows for libellant
The agricultural vocational pro in the newspapers, stating that
erally, no longer favors wearing the mask of neutrality which
Statute “subject to continued ten lease provisions similar to the laws appearance here in his judicial
Earl E. McAuliffe of Rockland gram broadcast by Waldoboro High robins have been seen in some un
we neither observe nor want. Of the Maine delegation
capacity he is by no means a from Marie D. McAuliffe of Law School Sunday must have been a expected locality. We have 13 out
ure of leases already entered into,” of the State of Maine.
Margaret Chase Smith was the only member who voted with
necessitating the writing of this
So far as our particular business stranger to many residents of Knox rence, Mass., married at Ormond great revelation to listeners all over here. Unlucky—perhaps, but either
the majority and she did this only after many advices from
brief answer, setting forth our po is concerned, the economic justifl County, a number of whom, to Beach, Fla., Feb. 19, 1938, Wilbur Maine. The course is a splendid they or the absence of the Ground
her constituents, and voting for limitation amendments which
sition.
cation for our position rests upon gether with a goodly representation for libellant.
piece of school enterprise, and is hog's shadow has brought a break
would not destroy the purpose of the bill. Representative
of the Knox Bar were on hand this
Maude Lillian Lawson of Cam yielding a rich reward to the par in a long stretch of continuous cold
We
hope
this
will
end
public
dis

the
facts
that
we
were
the
first
to
Oliver takes the position that this is not our war and that
cussion of the matter.
successfully pioneer this industry morning to extend a cordial greet den from Raymond W. Lawson of ticipants. Because of it many lads weather. The rote on the shore
he would not vote for the bill with or without amendment.
New Hartford, Conn., married at continue their educational work has sung its Spring song this week;
While the suggested legislation in Maine, that we have investigated ing to him.
Representative Fellows says he would have voted for the bill
President Job H. Montgomery of Attleboro, Mass., May 15, 1915. and at the same time learn how to a bronze grackle sits on top of the
substantial
sums
of
money
locally
would not hurt us, since it would
if it had been amended to suit his views. The fight will be
earn a livelihood from an industry highest spruce warbling in his
reserve our rights under our exist at Rockland, and that our growing Knox Bar Association was unable Z. M. Dwinal for libellant.
closer in the Senate, but the result will be the same and for
to
be
present
at
the
opening
of
Elsie
Ingersoll
of
Rockland
from
which has not been too popularly squeaky uncultivated voice — not
business
has
been
of
definite
ad

ing lease, we do not agree to it in
the same reasons. The speech of Winston Churchill, and
court
this
morning,
a
custom
which
Robert
B.
Ingersoll,
married
at
very melodious in a group of clear
regarded by boys.
vantage
to
the
community
by
fur

principle; because the Statute is es
today’s testimony by Wendell Willkie would have served as
he
had
long
followed.
Court
offi

Rockland
Feb.
14,
1937.
Tirrell
for
noted
songsters—but a Caruso after
nishing
employment
and
helping
sentially a conservation Statute de
the deciding factors had this fight been close. And who is
cials learned with much regret that libellant.
Doesn
’
t
seem
as
If
the
supply
of
a
long
Winter’s absence of bird
signed to preserve the natural re the local markets.
better qualified to speak for their respective countries.
he
is
a
hospital
patient
in
Camden.
Italian
generals
can
hold
out
much
Charles
E.
Smith
of
Thomaston
voices.
The
pine grosbeak carry
Yours very truly,
sources of the State of Maine and
Justice
Fellows
expressed
his
longer.
from
Nellie
L.
Smith
of
Thomaston,
on conversation in sweet clear
L. Drew Betz
incidentally to provide revenue.
SKIPPING FIVE COUNTIES
pleasure at the opportunity of pre now commorant of Portsmouth.
whistles. We will have more snow
siding over Knox County Superior N. H„ married at Rockland March
The young woman who was con and low temperatures no doubt,
A most commendable undertaking, and doubtless a most
fined to a Boston hospital with a but Spring isn't far away.”
Court.
essential one at this time, is the proposed Military Defense
13, 1936. Tirrell for libellant.
“I know I shall enjoy the term.”
Highway which would follow Route 1 along the coast, but
Emma A. Allen of IRockland from prolonged attack of hiccoughs re
—o—
ceived
by
mail,
telephone
and
let

said
he,
“
and,"
with
a
twinkle
in
Mrs.
Abbie
Stetson
of 21 Knox
which for some unexplained reason deteriorates into a detour
James Allen of Newport, N. H.
ter
277
suggested
“
cures.
”
Here
are
his
eyes,
“
time
will
tell
whether
or
street,
Thomaston,
sends
with her
when it reaches Brunswick, going thence via Route 201 to
married at St. George Oct. 8, 1934.
not
you
do.
”
four
of
them:
Swallow
a
half
table

subscription
renewal
the
following
Augusta and proceeds thence to Bangor. In other words it
Libellant asks for custody of minor
Community Fair Whizzes Down the Home
• * * •
spoon
of
blackberry
juice
and
then
appreciated
note:
“
We
can
’t seem
eliminates the counties of Sagadahoc, Lincoln, Knox, Waldo
child, Whitney. Roberts for libel
take
a
long
walk;
explode
firecrack

Other
Court
officials
this
term
to
get
along
without
The
Courierand much of Penobscot, where industries highly essential to
lant.
Stretch Toward Next Monday Night
are:
the prosecution of a war are located and where there is a most
Fred P. Knight from Margaret A ers under your bed; whistle through Gazette. Every issue has so much
Clerk—Milton M. Griffin.
important section of coastline demanding attention. Repre
Knight, both of Rockland, married your teeth; hold your eardrums and of interest. Of course the ‘Black
at Livermore Falls, Dec., 29, 1907. hum. When I was a youngster and Cat' is a great favorite because
sentatives of the five above-mentioned counties, including
Sheriff—C. Earle Ludwick.
A week from today Community special game room will be a new
helped my father cut alders in the we like cats. ‘Barnacle Bill’ is a
Senators, Representatives and Executive Councillors met the
County Attorney—Stuart C. Bur Tirrell for libellant.
Food Fair will be in full swing at feature. The huge auditorium has
Edna M. Eaton from Winslow R- pasture I contracted a very severe nice cat but we shall always have
State Highway Commission, the members of which said they
Community Building. From pres every available inch of booth space gess.
Eaton, both of Camden, married at case of ivy-poisoning. My family a fondness for ’Micky’. We were
would immediately contact the Federal Government. The
Messenger—Curtis Payson.
ent indications, this 1941 fair will taken and every booth is a live
was told of almost as many cures, so glad that you said what you did
purpose of this brief announcement is to stir the residents
Court Crier—Granville N. Bach Camden July 10, 1922. Montgomery
far outstrip all its predecessors in wire. More demonstrators than
some of which sounded almost as about jazzing the beautiful old
& Gillmor for libellant.
of the five counties to the proper pitch. Write to your Rep
public favor and myriads of at ever before will flood all comers elder.
ludicrous as the above. Every songs. We think it's disgusting.
Evelyn L. Thurston from George
resentatives in Congress and one or both of the United States
Court Stenographer — Arthur H.
tractions for the management, un with food samples on every hand.
Spring, for a long period of years, There are enough jazz songs and
A. Thurston both of Rockland,
Senators. It is an important matter from every conceivable
The proceeds of the fair to the Whitman.
der general chairman Donald L.
my poisoned arm would “break out” they should let the old songs
angle, and should not be permitted to go by default. Write
In charge of Grand Jury—Jethro married at Appleton August 26, anew.
Kelsey, has amassed a perfectly last penny will go to the operation,
alone.”
D.
Pease. In charge of Traverse 1933. Libellant asks for custody of
or telegraphp nowl
maintenance and bettering of
amazing array of attractions.
Shows will be given each after equipment of Community Build Jury—Allie O. Pillsbury. Deputy minor Child, Evelyn A. Butler for
The “electric eye,” which auto
One year ago: Rockland High
libellant.
A FOUR-YEAR TERM
noon 2 to 5.30 and evening 7 to ing. The great plant has come to at large, John Mathews.
matically admits visitors to the won the boys' championship of the
Leona Beckett from Vertner new quarters of the Central Maine
Stuart C. Burgess who is making
(Bangor Commercial)
10.30. starting next Monday night fill an indispensable place in the
Beckett,
both of Thomaston married Power Company, is a source of Knox and Lincoln Basketball
his
debut
as
county
attorney,
went
with spectacular programs, grand community life of this city and in
A single four-year term for governor undoubtedly would
League —Clarence Jenkins of Pea
prizes each night, special valuable order to make possible its contin at once into seclusion with the at Rockland Feb. 19>, 1923. Burgess much curiosity being an innova body, Mass., formerly of Rockland,
do much to take politics out of the executive office and would,
as Governor Sewall suggests, result in greater efficiency in
attendance prizes each afternoon ued existence and the type of serv members of the Grand Jury, for for libellant.
tion for Rockland, and some amus died in Boston.—E. Stewart OrbeJune L. Allen of Thomaston from ing incidents are being narrated.
that office. Governors invariably look forward to two terms
and evening and a super grand ice it gives to the great mass of what, it is understood is likely to
ton was re-elected president of the
and a majority of our governors have served two terms, in
prize Saturday night of $50 id cash. boys and girls of the city as well be a session of less than two full Roland Allen of Rockland, married Yesterday a small dog followed its Rockport Carnival-Regatta As
fact of the twenty governors elected since the two-year term
at Rockland Dec. 9, 1939. Libellant mistress through the entrance but
There will be free motion pictures as its universal service to adults of days.
sociation.—Donald O. Crie was
law went into effect, twelve have served four years and of the
The cause oelebre will be the asks to resume her maiden name, was left behind when she depart
in the tower room every night and all sorts and conditions, occasional
eight who did not serve two terms, two died early in office,
elected president of the Rockland
Governor Bcdwell of Hallowell before his first year was up,
the biggest beano in years. A benefits of this type are necessary probable trial of John B. Phelps, June L. Anderson. Wilbur for ed. The dog was not tall enough to Stamp Club.—The Ayer-Gregory
alleged self-confessed slayer of libellant.
and Governor Parkhurst of this city within a few weeks after
come within the scope of the elec expedition was in New Haven,
he had taken the oath of office, his death being one of the
Howard M. Kenniston of Warren tric ray, but dog-like he stood on Florida bound.
his
step-daughter Alzada Pauline
club
as
a
whole,
will
allow
more
re

most tragic happenings ln Maine's political history.
Young. Attorney General Frank I. from Marjorie M. Kenniston cf
Night Meetings?
With the hope of re-election quite certain to influence
laxation than is possible with the Cowan has indicated his intention Augusta, married at Calais, Dec.
their acts, our governors in the past have spent too much
excavating, grading, filling, build
_ . ,
, - .__ present noon meeting, and will proA W. P. A. Project
to be present during this trial if 24, 1928. Smalley for libellant.
time building fences and not enough in the State House
Rockland Lions Tomorrow f
ing shoulders and ditches, placing
his other important duties will per
Alice Marie Thibault from Rene
attending to business. To a certain degree that has always
Will
Consider
Changing
been regarded as a permissible custom but it has been abused
among the members. It was also mit, but Mr. Burgess will act as Thibault, both of Rockland, mar
Work On the East Warren base, and surfacing; constructing
at the expense cf efficient and economical management. The
From Noonday Sessions
the
officiating
prosecuting
officer.
ried
at
Rockland,
Nov.
28,
1936
felt that a larger and more active
Road Is Being Sponsored drainage structures; and perform
governor who does not need to look after votes will not be
Harry E. Wilbur has acted as Phelps Libellant asks to be decreed custody
ing incidental and appurtenant
The following article in the cur club would develop as the result of
harried so much by political considerations and political lead
By Thomaston
attorney thus far.
of minor child, Conrad Joseph and
ers who are always on the job trying to get some favor for
rent issue of The Lions Tale (bul- evening meetings.
work. Publicly-owned property.
The Grand Jury, which is the that she be allowed to retain her
themselves, their friends or the section in which they live.
Representative Margaret Chase
letin
of
the
Rockland
Lions
Club),
001
of
43
clubs
in
the
state
40
Political patronage and his twin brother, the pork barrel
,
,,
are now holding evening meetings, same as last term, has as its fore maiden name of Alice Marie Jack- Smith advises The Courier-Gazette
The thirteenth annual Kipp]
handout, do not make for efficient government and they can
exp ana ry.
, gangor and portiand being the only man Charles S. Montgomery of son. Grossman for libellant.
Karnival
will be held at the Hlgl
best be eliminated by freeing the governor from the need to
Owls Head.
John Malcolm Jeffords of Thom that the President has designated
Important Notice
other clubs meeting at noon.
use them.
• • * •
aston from Helen Mae Jeffords of WPA. projects for the Second School Friday. This year the stu
At the directors’ meeting last j A vote yjy WTjtten ballot, wil lbe
dents are going the “South Ameri
The following appealed cases Rockland, married at Falmouth Congressional District.
Wednesday it was decided to recom- taken next Wednesday and every
can
Way.” Watch the paper foi
are incorporated in the criminal June 3, 1938. Grossman for libel
PUBLIC
These projects are now eligible further details about the entertain
MAYBELLE PRATT STRONG mend to a vote of the entire club, mem^r js urged to attend.
lant.
docket for this term:
____________
VALENTINE SUPPER
for operation at the discretion of ment and special features of thli
31 Suffolk St.,
Bockland on Feb. 12, a proposal to change our ,
Harold I. Drewett, Illegal adver
Evelyn Daggett of Bath from
Auspices of the B. Y. P. U., at the
regular meeting time from WednesYoung People’s Sunday will be
year's Karnival. The ball this yeai
Ollie C. Daggett of Rockland, mar the State Work Projects Adminis
day at 12.10 p. m., to Thursday eve- held next Sundayi a| which time tising structures.
Warren Baptist Church
will be bigger and better than evei
Frederick Savage, failing to reg ried at Rockland Aug. 17, 1912. trator. His decision will be gov
nings at 6.10 p. m., effective Feb. 27. Y.P.C.U. members will have cjmwith
Rudy Wallace and his orches
Tel. 824-M
Friday. Feb. 14—6 P. M.
erned largely by availability of
Tirrell for libellant.
This recommendation is made in pjete cV)arge oj the morning serv- ister deer.
Admission 25 Cents
18*
tra
giving
forth the right sort ol
Frank Leighton, intoxication.
Helen M. Neild from Howard D. funds, the presence of certified re
the firm belief that such a change icp Virginia Bowley and Milton
tempo.
We
’ll be seeing you there.
Albert Enstedt, drunken driving. Neild, both of Rockland, married lief labor of the types and skills
is in the very best interests of the Robart~ addresses; Ruth Seacury,
Elwood E. Hart, drunken driving. at Rockland, March 31, 1932. Tir required, and other considerations
~
prayer; Douglas Cooper, responsive
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
that may be important in the
Winchester Rifle (Fred Glaent- rell for libellant.
reading; Alice Bohn and Kathleen
KIPPY
KARNIVAL
If I bad my life to live again
State
or
locality.
zel),
libel
and
monition.
Vertner
Beckett
from
Leona
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR Weed, Scripture. Ushers are:
would have made a rule to read aorr
Sidney Messer, drunken driving. Beckett, both of Thomaston, mar
The town of Thomaston is spon poetry and listen to some music i
least once a week
The loss of thei
Robert Smalley, Richard Spear,
HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM
FEBRUARY 17-22
Erold W. Trainer, drunken driv ried at Rockland Feb. 10, 1923. soring construction of the East tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charli
Community
Bldg.,
Rockland
David
Newcomb,
and
James
Jor
Darwin
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEB. 14
Warren road. The work includes
Tirrell for libellant.
ing.
More Fun, More Prizes, More Games dan. All Y.P.C.U. members, Senior
Doors Open at 2.00. Entertainment begins at 2.30. Admission 10c
HYMN
Roy E. Danielson from Helen S.
Than Ever Before
or Junior are asked to be present
God the almighty One! wisely ordain
Danielson,
both
of
Rockland,
mar

_______________________ 15-20 j for the service.
ing
Announcement
ried at Portland, May 13, 1934.
NOTICE!
Judgments unsearchable, famine and
“ONE WILD NIGHT’
sword:
•
Tirrell for libellant.
Over the tumult of war Thou art
DR. NEIL A. FOGG
TO ALL GARAGES
reigning:
JUNIOB CLASS PLAY
Give to us peace ln our time, O Lord!
IEill Be At Rockland
EXPERT SPEEDOMETER

ITS "FULL SPEED AHEAD"

'ars

us

owr

pine

c
Bn

M2 CM MJ CM

NO

NO
NO NO
wrrop U£JNO NO
OOH VES NO NO
» SHIFT

RAME VES
) DRAFT

YES
YES

tumour
wourr futuhu

Teacher of Piano

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY, FEB. 12-13

8.00 P. M.

kRAGE
ME.
.RAGE

TONIGHT, ST. BERNARD’S CHURCH

ADMISSION 25c and 40c

Public Supper at 5.30 o’clock

KARNIVAL BALL
FRIDAY EVENING, FEB. 14

CHURCH BASEMENT

RUDY WALLACE AND HIS ORCHESTRA
ADMISSION 50 CENTS

ADULTS 35c
17-19

CHILDREN 25c
18* It

,

on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays
for Consultation and Surgery

SERVICE

Valentine Dance

PARTS FOR ALL MAKES
REPAIRS AND TESTED

Office, 38 Union Street,

ELKS CLUB
Wednesday, Feb. 12

Tel. 712 (Dr. North)

BUFFET LUNCH, TICKETS 50c

COR. PARK ST. A BROADWAY
TEL. 1308-R,
ROCKLAND

16-18

15T18

18-tf

AUSTIN’S
AMOCO SERVICE

Ood the all-merciful! earth hath for
saken
Thy ways of blessedness, alighted Thy

word:

Bid not Thy wrath In Its terrors

awaken:

Give to us peace ln our time, O Lord!

God the ail-rlghteous One! man hath

defied Thee;

Yet to eternity standeth Thy word;
Falsehood and wrong shall not tarry

beside Thee:

our time, O Lord I
—Russian, Tr. Benry P. Cboriey. 184)

Give to us peace ln

Every-Other-Day
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The Courier-Gazette Forget-Me-Not Stars

“For God and Country”

-TIMKS-A-WKZK

The Oodi of my rock; in. him
will I trust: he is my shield, and

South Thomaston Chapter
Installs Officers—
Musical Program, Gifts

the horn of my salvation, my high
tower, and my refuge, my saviour;
Forget-me-not Chapter,' OE8.
thou saves! me from violence.—H
held its installation of officers
8am. 22: 3.
Thursday. Conducting the cere
mony were Past Matron Mrs. Ger
Book Review
trude Boody, Rockland, Past Pa
tron.
Milton M. Griffin of Rock(By K. S. F.)
j land, assisted by Miss Katherine
Puerto Rico In Pictures and Poetry Veazie of Rockland as marshal,
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK
by Cynthia Pearl Maus. Being ah Mrs. Ella Watts at the piano, and
Charles
Watts
as
chaplain.
anthology of rare beauty on Ameri
POSXr NO. 1
These officers were installed:
ca’s Isle of Enchantment. Publish
Limerock St.,
Rockland
matron,
Mrs.
Lotta
ers, The Caxton Printers Ltd.. Worthy
Crowley; worthy patron, Gilford
Caldwell, Idaho.
Last week’s Legion meeting was
Butler; associate matron, Mrs.
This exquisite work lithographed
well
attended and interesting to
Isabelle Jackson; associate patron.
and bound by the artist of Cald
all.
During
the regular business
Harvey Crowley; secretary, Miss
well. Idaho, who has become fa
Commander
Seabury
read letters
Susie Sleeper; treasurer, Mrs. Flora
mous through the beautiful hard
consisting
of
more
details
and in
Baum; marshal. Mrs. Elizabeth
labor turned out by his masters of
formation
in
regard
to
the
Legion
Babb; conductress, Mrs. Arlene
book workmanship.
Defense
program.
Hopkins;
associate conductress.
The volume is dedicated to the
Registration blanks have been
Mrs. Ruby Makinen; Adah, Mrs.
poets and artists of Puerto Rico,
received
for the Legion Registra
Mabel Wiley; Ruth, Mrs. Delia
whose enthusiastic co-operation
tion
program,
which must be com
Robinson; Esther, Mrs. Eva Sleep
has made possible this anthology
pleted
by
Feb.
2°
This column will
er; Martha, Mrs. Margaret Gil
of entrancing and fascinating pic
christ; warder, Louise Butler; sen carry more details of this program
tures, with poetry of exquisite
as it unfolds. The completion of
tropical perception and under tinel, Scott Rackliffe.
Mrs. Crowley, the newly-installed this most important program will
standing.
need the help of every legionnaire
This is no ordinary volume of matron received a beautiful bou Your Post needs 35 more paid-up
quet of flowers presented by the
poems; it is inspired. Puerto Rico
Star
Points, each Point present members to fill its quota. Let’s pay
is sometimes called “Paradise of
ing the flower appropriate to her our dues and make Winslow-Hol
the Atlantic,’’ and is the only soil
station, with ribbons streamers of brook Post No. 1, in membership as
under the American flag on which
well as name.
the same color.
Christopher Columbus actually set
Comrades Huntley and Wishman
These program numbers were
foot. One hundred miles long and
interspersed during the ceremonies: were reported on the sicklist and
35 miles wide with an area of only
Victoria Clement IC001™06 Mansfield back on the
3405 square miles, yet it has a Songs by Mrs
job.
population of over 1.500.000, and and Mrs. Isabelle Jackson; group
On suggestion from Comrade
singing by Elsie Norton, Bdiwin
is steadily increasing. It will be
Flint,
Comrade Moran gave a per
remembered that Puerto Rico was Tyler. Richard Brown. Earl Rack sonal ana interesting talk on the
colonized 100 years before the Pil liffe, Marjorie Wiggin, Joan Baum Lease-Lend Bill. Questions were
and Geraldine Jackson, with Mrs.
grims landed in Massachusetts.
asked and answered. The Com
Ermina
Tyler at the piano.
There are marvelous flowers in
rades
always look forward to a dis
Mrs. Boody, the installing officer
this land of beauty, mountains and
cussion
and talk with Carl as the
dense forests, with fern trees of was recipient of a gift presented leader. His ability is surely an
great size and height. Nature is by the worthy matron in behalf of asset to Winslow-Holbrook. An
a giddy goddess changing her the Chapter; and Mrs. (Boody, in other talk, supper, and entertain
turn, presented gifts to her as
flower mantles every month of the sistants,
Mr. Griffin. Miss Veazie. | ment u Panned for the last week
year. Sugar-cane and pineapples,
Mr.
Watts,
Mrs. Watts and Mrs. of this month. Are your dues paid?
bananas, mango trees and tobacco
| Keep in mind, meeting next Thurs
Babb.
plants all add to the charm of
day.
At the close of the ceremonies,
nature. All the gorgeous shrubs
Winslow-Holbrook Post No.
and brilliant vine flowers thrive refreshments were served.
through its Legion News pays hom
here, oranges with their fragrant
age to that great American, Abra
GEORGE
W.
PALMER
flowers and orchids mingle the per
ham
Lincoln, by the following quo
The recent death of George W.
fumes of rarest delights. Poets
tations from the National Publicity
thrive and artists almost swoon in Palmer of 26 Pleasant street, after Division ot the Legion. Eighty
.L .
the glory of this land of pictures. a brief illness, left many to mourn .
the loss of a good citizen whose life ^rs ago Abraham Uncoln- whose
William S. Kenney has expressed
better than I can the heart of this had been a marked example of in- J32"d „birjth anniv^ary we celedustry and thrift.
brate Wednesday Feb. 12, said:
Isle of Puerto Rico.
Mr.
Palmer
was
born
in
Thom'‘This u a time when the bravest
Isle of mystery, sweet and still;
Isle of movement with power to will;
aston
March
4,
1868,
son
of
Benand
wisest look with doubt and
Isle of memories, ages old.
jamin and Harriet Stetson Palmer. awe uP°n tbe aspect presented by
Isle of a nation, young, yet old.
The author has given a fine essay He learned the painter’s trade in our national affairs."
on the island in her introduction early youth and was employed sev- | The American Legion believes
and points tiie reader to a study of eral years by Clifton & Karl. He I these words apply strikingly to
had been in business for himself America’s situation in 1941. His
this bewitching spot.
the past 17 years. He was a man counsel then, is worth looking into
strong character and very con now, during our present emergency
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR i of
scientious in his work as a painter. I Our national affairs today compel
FEBRUARY 17-22
He had had several large contracts us to make fateful decisions. DeCommunity Bldg., Rockland at North Haven until the past two spite continuous warnings from the
More Fun, More Prises, More Games and one half years when he had American Legion since 1919, we
Than Ever Before
been in ill health.
have sadly neglected the machinery
15-20
He is survived by his wife, Car- of national defense.
The 22nd National Convention of

the American Legion in Boston, last
September, adopted the following
resolution:
“Personal and political influences
must not be allowed to interfere
with the efforts of our defense
agencies to provide for the protec
tion of the nation."
In 1864 Lincoln gave us this coun

Why Wait Until They’re All Gone!
Come To—

G regory’s
Lemon Sale

sel:

AND LET US TUCK A GENUINE BARGAIN

UNDER EACH ARM
THERE ARE MANY SENSATIONAL REDUCTIONS!
Hunting Coats, regularly 10.00........................... $7.95
Regularly 12.50

....................................................

g 95

Regularly 13.50

.................................................

9 95

Men's Mackinaws, regularly 8.50...................

4.95

595

Regularly 10.00
.................................................

g 95

Man's 20.00 Sheepskin Coat .*.............................

Reversible Wool Parkas........................................

995
9.95
9.95

Boys’ Ski Jackets, reg. 5.00 and 7.00 ....

2.79

Ladies’ Ski Jackets, reg. 5.00..........................

3 29

Regularly 12.50
Regularly 13.50

Ladies’ Wool Ski Pants, sizes 12, 16, 18
regularly 5.00

.........................................................

Boys’ Wool Ski Pants, sizes B, 10, 12, 16;
regularly 5.00 ......................................................

2

98

2.98

Girls' All Wool Sweaters, sizes 34, 36; reg-

larly 5 00.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Boys’ Wool Coat Sweaters; reg. 2.50............
Men's All Wool Shaker Sweaters; sizes 38,
and 40; regularly 9.00......................................

Beach Jackets; regularly 7.50..........................
Men’s Unionsuits; reg. 2.00 and 3.00............

Men’s Unionsuits; reg. 2.50................................

2.95

1.95

4.95
4.95
) 29
] 49

MEN’S OVERCOATS
$20.75, $29.75, $37.50

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 2984

“In a great national crisis like
ours, unanimity of action among
those seeking a common end is in
dispensable.’’ (Meaning national
unity). He added another further
caution; “If we do not make com
mon cause to save the good old
ship of the Union on this voyage,
nobody will have a chance to pilot
her on another voyage.’’
Por the America Lincoln loved
and we know and love today, he
spoke these words in 1861:
“This is essentially a people’s
contest, a struggle for maintain
ing in the world, that form and
substant of government whose lead
ing objective is to lift artificial
weights from all shoulders—to af
ford all a fair chance in the race of
life;’ He says further: "Our popu
lar government has often been
called an experiment. Two paints
which our people have already
settled—the successful establishing
and administering of it. One still
remains—its successful mainten
ance against a formidable internal
attempt to overthrow ft.”
Across the silence of three quar
ters of a century we can still hear
the voice of Lincoln:
“Four score and seven years ago
our fathers brought forth a govern
ment dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created free and
equal.”
That is the ideal of America to
day. There lies her destiny. So on
this anniversary of Lincolns birth,
let us draw our inspiration for the
task ahead from a slogan coined
by himself, March 13 1864.

rie S. Palmer; a sister Mrs. Cora
Young of Dorchester, Mass.; two
step-sons. William S. and Fred
erick S.; and a grand-daughter,
Cynthia A. Palmer. The remains
were placed in the tomb at Sea View
cemetery for the present, to be
I buried in the family lot in Thom
aston later. Louis A. Walker of
ficiated at the services.

WILL KENT GLOVER REPEAT?

Means a Championship,
But If Thomaston Wins !!!
—Tomorrow Night Tells
A game that may decide the
championship of the Knox-Lincoln
League will be played in Thomaston
Wednesday, when Rockland High,
League leaders, invade the Home of
Knox to battle the Black and White
warriors of Thomaston High.
Leading the league with four wins
without a single defeat, the Rock
land boys have a fine chance to win
the title by a victory Wednesday
night. A victory by Thomaston will
give the local boys at least a tie for
the league title, and if Camden
could pull an upset in its game with
Rockland, to be played at Camden
later in the season, then the title
will go to Thomaston.
Wednesday’s game is sure to be
witnessed by the largest crowd of
the season as these two clubs are
natural rivals and the game has
such an important bearing on the
league. A Junior Varsity game will
start at 6.C0. The girls play at 7.30
and the big game will get under way
at 8.30. Del Luce of Elisworth wiil
handle the whistle in the big game.
Knox-Lincoln Standing:
Boys’ Division

Won
Rockland ...... .. 4
4
Thomaston ....
Lincoln
........ .. 1

Gardiner

With The Bowlers

If Rockland Wins

Lost
0
1
4

PC.
1 000
.800
.200

TALK OF

O. Goggin—

97 131 108 122 110-568
B.
Goggin.
Jr.
—
City and Alley Record
106
109 94 117 88—514
Broken In Final String,
Gordon—
Rockland vs. Gardiner
91 98 120 96 106—513
At the Star Alleys Saturday S. Goggin—
100 112 112 93 106—536
night the alley and city record was
Bill
Goggin
—
smashed to smithereens when
10© 99 84 115 104—507
Rockland piled up a total of 2766
pins, to beat Oardiner by 138.
499 549 518 543 519-3628
* City record.
Rackliff had the amazing total of
628. with a high of 148 and a low
of 107. Chatto was the runner up Snow Bowl Queen
for high single with 133. The score:
Latest figures on the Camden
Rockland
McKinney—
Snow Queen contest are:
89 130 97 118 104—536 Edna Fuller, Camden.
34,710
Dudley—
31 960
Phy ’.ii Staples, Camden,
105 101 110 82 145—543
31,410
Ruth Manning, Camden.
Carr—
29,650
Doris
Moody,
Lincolnville,
97 109 82 100 101—489
Marion McDermott. Camden, 28.370
Chatto—
• 133 103 111 94 129—570 Jeanette Overlock. Warren, 15.810
Rackliff—
Doris Nickerson, Lincolnville. 16.910
107 127 135 111 148—628 Caroline Burns, Rockport.
14,010
13.450
Janet Henry, Thomaston.
531 570 535 503*627-2766 Mildred Stevens, Belfast.
11.020
Gwendolyn Barlow, Thomas
Camden .......... 0
4
.000
5.480
ton,
Girls’ Division
4.950
Madeline Farris, Union,
Won Lost PC. Shirley Blacklngton, Rockalnd 3.470
1.010
Lincoln ..........
5
0
1.000 I Leona Flanders, Rockland,
1.010
Rockland ............ 2
2
.500 Hazel Crooker, Camden,
Camden ............
1 . 3
.250
Thomaston ........ 1
4
.200
The President ef the United
Games This Week: Wednesday, States receives hia salary’ check
Rockland at Tliomaston. Thursday, twice a month, from a special
Camden at Lincoln.
treasury representative.

QUALITY

Kent Glover, popular Rockland athlete, who won the Ski Gull troph.v
at the Snow Bowl Carnival last season. WiU he repeat? The race will be
run on the Megunticook Trail Friday, and is open to the High Schools of
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Counties.

Webber Cup and Ski Gull
Trophy Races At the

Snow Bowl- Friday

With Union High School having
won two “legs ’ cn the coveted
Webber
Cup, interest in the InterCommunity
schclastic Ski, snowshoe and' skatBowling League
' ing meet to be heldi Friday in con
nection with the Snow Bowl Car
By R. F. W.
nival between the High Schools
!
of
Kncx, Lincoln and Waldo Coun
The High School team won four
points in a match with Sylvester’s ties for this cup is running high.
team last week, taking the total by A third “win” this year will give
61 pins. Dot Richardson had 272
the cup permanently to the Union
for the high total, and Dot Gross
team.
105 for high single. The w’inning
High Schools in the three coun
team rolled a total of 1304, the
ties are also eligible to en^er the
highest for the league thus far.
§ki Gull trophy race, which will
Thomaston also won four points, be run on the Megunticook Trail
in a contest with McKinney's team. Friday during the Carnival. Kent
Thomaston won the toal by 71 pans, Glover won this beautiful trophy,
taking the first string and the which is a figure of a skier, for
third. Gertrude Feyler took all Rockland High Schcol last year.
the honors with 286 for high total It must be won three times to be
andi 106 for high single.
come the permanent property of
The MORae-Soule match had the winning High School.
MdRae the winner with four points,
A state-wide interschclastic meet,
up on the total 29 pins. (Ellen sanctioned toy the Maine Principals
Prescott rolled 302 for high total, Association, will toe held at the
and Frances Savitt had high single Camden Snow Bowl Saturday.
with 101. The results:
Teams from all over the state have
High School (4)—V. Willis, 268; entered this meet and the events
Gross, 266; Mazzeo, 366; Farring will be described over loud'-speakton, 248; E. Willis, 256; total, 1304. ers from sound trucks at the Bowl.
Sylvester (1)—Sylvester,
249;
Bradbury, 250; D. Richardson, Juggled The Puck
272; M. Richardson, 246; Egan, 226;
total, 1243.
Rockland High Hockey
Thomaston (4)—6tetson, 265; FiTeam Has Scoring Spree
flekk 231; Strout, 236; R. Peyler,
259; G. Feyler. 286; total, 1277.
In Last Period
McKinney (D—Johnson, 244;
The Rockland' High School
Flanagan, 233; Barnard, 257; Mc
hockey team went wild in the last
Kinney, 238; Crouse, 234; total,
period Monday, scoring three goals
1306.
to overcome a 3 to 1 Camden lead
MoRae (4)—McRae. 250; Tripp, and defeat them 5 to 4. Rockland
219; Egan, 250; Prescott, 262; shewed lack of practice, until in
Estes. 250; total, 1231.
the last period the team began
Soule (D—Kent, 229; Quint, 226; clicking, with Clancy, A. Storer
Beaulieu, 245; Dummy, 256; Sa and Emerson pushing the puck
vitt, 246; total, 1202.
into the netting. Al Storer, fresh
• • • •
man star, scored two goals, and
A postponed match between Mc played a good all around game.
Kinney's team and Sylvester's was Carl Kalloch flashed at times, but
held Saturday, with Sylvester win w«9 not up to his usual good form.
ning five points, up on the total
Rockland is playing; against
by 75 pins. Ella Bradtoury had Kents Hill Saturday. The sum
266 for high total, and Dot Rich mary;
ardson 100 for the high single. The
Rockland1—Kalloch. lw; Clancy,
results:
c; J. Storer, rw; Salo, Id; Emer
Sylvester (5)—Sylvester,
255; son. rd; Snow, g. Spares, Havener,
Bradbury, 266; D. Richardson, 262; Coffey, A. Storer, Dow, Pietroski.
Camden—Merchant, lw; Emery,
M. Richardson, 247; Higgins, 225;
total. 1256.
c; Brown, rw; Hendricks, rd;
McKinney (0)—Johnson. 239; Steams, id; Ames. g. Spares,
Thomas, 211; Flanagan, 238; Mc Bracy, Young. Goals. A. Storer 2,
Kinney. 247; Crouse, 246; total, Kalloch, Clancy, Emerson; Mer
1180.
chant 3, Young.

FEBRUARY 10-15
nat.on-wide

COFFEE

BLUE BAG

19c

LB

AUNT JEMIMA
NORTHLAND
18 OZ
BOT

PANCAKE SYRUP

12c

PANCAKE FLOUR

2

SUN MAID—Fancy Seeded

RAISINS

PEAS

I 18c

23c

GORTON-PEW

CODFISH CAKES

STOKELY’S

PEAS and CARROTS 9[cans 25c

2 cans 23c

2

CUT BEETS

NO 2
CANS

ANGLO-LEAN

CORNED BEEF

COMBINATION

19c

CAN

)

1 can Mincemeat
1 can Squash
1 can Pumpkin

FOR

I 29<

10-18

Feb. 17—Union
tertainment at
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SIKVE WITH KVEMfitS
FOR SCHOOL LUNCHES*
AND TWUN MEM SNACKS

COCOMALT
(CHOCOLATE MALT DRINK)

WHITNEY-RED

NO 8
CAN

RASPBERRIES

2

19c

LH
CAN

*als

23c

43c

cans

23c

EPSOM SALTS

2

tubes

19c

THREE CROW

1 LB
PKG

2

39<

9c

rolls

21c

scomisui

J rolls 23c £

WALDORF

4

NATION-WIDE

HOTEL R|
Wednesday,

COMMUNIP

FEBRUAI
Community Bl
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Than Evfl
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(FLAKES o, GRANULES)

2

PEARL BARLEY

Free Audiom

nay aSect )

CHIPSO

THREE CROW

I

INDIGI

STOKELY’S—ORANGE and GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

CITRUSIP

LI

10.00 A. M. I

CRACK IRS

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR

Community Food Fair.

Carnival

ADVERT

ONE PIE

RAM EASY

with 20 Votes ia the “Miss Rockland” Contest at the

Feb. 12-22 -Natl
Feb. 13—Thoml
Ass’n meets at Hi J
Feb. 14 St. Val
Feb. 14—Kippy J
land High Scb<
Feb 14-18 —Ca

SON 01

23c

i

SCOTTOWELS

Please credit Miss .......................... ................................................... ~

Feb. 12-13—Jun

VFlld Night."

HEAR BE'

STOKELY’S

19c

SERVICE

LIFE INS
SERI

LOUIS A.
79 Summer St.

P.ndG SOAP
THE COURIER-GAZETTE VOTE COUPON
CONTEST COMMITTEE

Feb. 12—Uncolt
Feb 12—Thoma
meets at Knox 1

For flying instr|
Treat, 68 Grace
adv.

NO
CAN

Extra Small Silted

•

Nichols, grand f
Camden, will be

10c

PKG

STOKELY’S—PARTY

KGS

•

From A. J. |
formerly of Rc
word of the red
mother, Mrs. Ml
merly of Lincol
of 93. She was :
John and Emcl::|
and was married
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Schools To Compete

%

• Every-Oth<

(IT IS WHITE)

4

bars

f 5<

GROCERS

• Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day
Gardiner
a. oeggin—

r^TALK OF THE TOWN

97 131' 108 122
B. Goggin, Jr —
106 109 94 117
Gordon)—
91 98 120 96
S. Oeggin—
100 112 112 93
Bill Goggin—
105 99 84 115

110—568

Afternoons, 2.00 to 5.30
Afternoons, 3.00 o’clock
Afternoons, 4.00 o’clock

88—514
106—513
Pet). 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
peb 12—Thomaston Board of Trade
meets at Knox Hotel.
Feb 12-13—Junior Class play, “One
i»fd Nieht.”

104—507

Snow Bowl Queen
latest figures on the Camden
Snow Queen contest are:
Edna Fuller, Camden,
34,710
Phy i) Stapiet, Camden,
51960
Ruth Manning. Camden.
31,410
Doris Moody, Lincolnville,
29,650
Manor. McDermott. Camden, 28,370
Jeanette Ovcriock. Warren, 15,810
Doris Nickerson, Lincolnville, 16.910
Caroline Burns, Rockport,
14,010
Janet Henry, Thomaston.
13,450
Mildred Stevens. Belfast,
11,020
Gwendolyn Barlow, Thomas
ton,
5,480
, Madeline Farris, Union,
4,950
Shirley Blackington, Rockalnd, 3,470
Leona Flanders, Rockland,
1,010
Hazel Crooker, Camden,
1,010

»
The President of the United
■ States receives his salary check
. twice a month, from a special
treasury representative.

rs

13—Thomaston- Parent-Teacher

A«n meets at High School auditorium
Feb 14 St. Valentine's Day.
Feb 14—Kippy Karnival at Rock

Rededication services of the
Knox Lodge l.O.O.F. hall will be
held tonight at 7.45 and an ex
cellent program of entertainment
will be presented, Including intro
duction, overture by Frank Young's

UNT JEMIMA

NCAKE FLOUR

2

>*Gs

23c

orchestra; prayer, address of wel
come; remarks by grand officers;
music by Dana boys of Thomas
ton; stjry of dedication 25 years
ago; orchestral selection; history
of Knox Lodge from 1916 to pres
ent day; reading, Louise Gregory;
solo by Mrs. Gladys Heistad; talk
by John Thornton of Lewiston,
grand master; trumpet solo by
Frank Young; assembly singing of
"God Bless America.” Adjourn
ment will then be made to the ban
quet hall for refreshments and
dancing. Mrs. Inez Crosby, past
auxiliary president, and George
Nichols, grand patriarch, both of
Camden, will be present.

:ODFISH CAKES

2

<ans

23<

2-tf

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

HEAR BETTER WITH
SONOTONE
ADVERTISED IN

ONE PIE
ICOMBINATION
n Mincemeat )
in Squash
z
in Pumpkin
'

LIFE

rOR

Free Audiometer Test At

’ QOs

HOTEL ROCKLAND
Wednesday, February 12
10.00 A. M. TO 8.00 P. M.

18*lt

OCOMALT
(CHOCOLATE MALT DRINK)

23c

Jals

43c

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
FEBRUARY 17-22
Community Bldg., Rockland
More Fan, More Prizes, More Gaines
Than Ever Before
,
______________
15-20

INDIGESTION
may afect the Heart
O

CHIPSO

m tnppad In Um •temaeh «r ruUst way set flka a
“lr tdl*«r on Um lM*rt. At Um first «l(a at dlttna
tad womra depend an Bell-am Tablet! te
« ru free. Ne laxative but made ef the fseteet!?’n» "edvinee known for arid lndtieetlon. If lbe
f’RST nose doesn't prove Ilep-ani better, return
«e ne end raeadve DOUBLB Money Beet. Me.

(FLAKES m GRANULES)

2

LARGE
PKGS

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Amateur Night

Dunking Contest
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
Kippy Karnival Revue

„ ,.
THURSDAY NIGHT
Rockland City Band, Tom Perry, Soloist

FRIDAY NIGHT
Marjorie Mills in stage presentation
Presentation of “Miss Rockland” at 930 on stage
Dunking Contest

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Patriotic Play by Girl Scouts
SATURDAY NIGHT
Instrumental Numbers
Grand Finale of Dunking Contest
Awarding of All Prizes
Grand Prize Drawing '
Beano every evening at Saturday with daily prizes
Game rooms open every evening and Saturday afternoon
Excellent prizes
Bowling afternoons and evenings
Cash prizes daily and grand cash prize on Saturday night
Aunt Jemima will be in Perry’s Booth every day
The International Salt Artist will be in Perry’s Booth
Monday through Thursday
Special drawings every afternoon and evening
Ten demonstrators in Perry’s Booth
Values from 10 cents to $15.00 in Perry’s grab bag

4

A lobster tagged at Boothbay
Harbor an the Fall of 1939 was
found 54 miles down the coast. Re
sults of the 1940 logging will not be
complete until the coming Summer.

To Be Shown At Union

Miss Grace Russell, daughter of
Mrs. Charles North, and Miss Louise
Sherer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dana A. Sherer of Rockville re
ceived diplomas (Friday from the
Massachusetts General Hospital in
Boston, members of a graduating
class of 99.

“Knox County On Parade,” the
brilliant movie in full natural
color so well received at Rockland
Friday by 1600 people, will be
shown at the Union High School
auditorium Thursday at 8 p. m.
under the auspices of the Union
High School Athletic Association

LIFE INSURANCE
SERVICE

day at the Universalist Church.
David Newcomb was in charge of
devotions and had as assistants,
Lincoln McRae, Jr., Eleanor Tracy,
and Milton Robarts. A discussion
followed under the leadership of
Jack Lowe on “American Prepared
ness Measures ” Winston Churchill's
Sunday afternoon address to this

Feb 8. Robert Ashldy St. Clair of Owls members of the Brotherhood.
Head and Rose Alice Levasseur of
Readvllle, Mass.—By E R. Keene, J. P.
Beano series at the G.A R. hall
DIED
will begin Thursday, sponsored by

Hilt—At Rockland, Feb. 8. William
H Hilt, aged 85 years, 3 months, 25
days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock
from the Burpee funeral home.
Howard—At RocKland, Feb. 10. Min
nie E. Howard, aged 66 years, 10
months. 10 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 2 p m. from Russell funeral home.
Dean At Marshall. Mo., Fett— Marv
E (Ollky) Dean, formerly of Lincoln
ville. aged 93 years, 10 months, 16

GROCERS

111-112 LIMEROCK STREET
BOCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

*

Ski Gull Trophy

Ke”» ssred 73 ye-srs
Williams—At Warren. Feb. 10. Nel
son • . Williams, aged 88 years. 8
months. 9 days. Funeral Wednesday at
2 o'clock from the home of Miss Mina
Williams. North Warren
Burial at
Pine Grove cemetery. Appleton.

No
His
He
As

Wilbur F. Senter, president of the
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
has named his committees for the
ensuing year, a formidable list of
workers as will be seen from the
following list.
Legal Affairs Committee—A. Alan
Grossman, chairman, F. A. Tirrell,
Alan L. Bird, Ehsign Otis.
Good Roads Committee—Everett
Munsey, chairman, Allan F. Mc
Alary. Benjamin Philbrook, Cleo W
Hopkins, Lawrence Miller, Charles
H. Berry. Rhama Philbrick, Fred L
Linekin, Emil Rivers, Arthur S. Tay
lor, Victor F. Atwood.
Convention Committee—Maurice
F. Lovejoy, chairman, Thomas H
Chisholm, David Connelly, Mrs
Beulah Allen, George D. Sleeper
Jerry Vafiades, Nathan Berllawsky,
Carl M. Benson, Walter C. Ladd
Lawrence Dandeneau, Horatio C
Cowan.
Endorsement Committee—Ralph
P. Conant, chairman, Charles W
Sheldon, A. W. Gregory.
Publicity Committee — John M
Richardson, chairman, E. L. Brown.
Charles C. Wotton, Thomas Stone,
R. M. Allen.
Merchants’ Committee — A. W
Gregory, chairman. E. B. Crockett,
Kennedy Crane. Carl Griffith. Law
rence Mansfield, V. A. Leach.
Thomas Chisholm, C. C. Wotton,
Sam Savltt, Stafford Congdon,
Earle C. Perry, Arthur Doherty,
Harlan O’Donnell, Mrs. Ruth Hoch
Miss Velma Byrnes, Kelly B. Crie.
Miss Sadie Marcus. Lawrence Dan
deneau, Harry Gerrish, Lloyd E.
Daniels, Charles W. Sheldon. Arnold
M. Nelson, V. F. Studley, Mike
Armata.
Budget Committee—C. A. Emery,
chairman, E. B. Crockett.
Industrial Committee—John M.
Pomeroy, chairman, E. R. Gowell.
A. C. McLoon, Everett L. Spear, H.
P. Blodgett, P. P. Bicknell. K. C.
Rankin, F. C. Gatcombe, Isidor
Gordon, Roland Ware, L. F. Jealous,
E. Carl Moran, Jr., B. H. Stinson.
Committee to investigate New In.
dustries (prospects) — Morris B.
Perry, chairman, Arthur S. Baker,
H. E. Robinson, E. J. Hellier, I. La wton Bray.
Membership Committee — Sam
Savitt, chairman, A. Alan Grossman.
Lawrence Miller, Charles Emery, L
A. Walker, L. E. Jones, Robert Greg
ory, Dr. Gilmore Soule, Dr. Donald
Leigh, George Brackett.
Civic Affairs Committee—Joseph
E. Blaisdell, chairman, Almon Young,
Carl M. Benson, Thomas Stone,
Stafford Congdon, E. F. Glover. Ray
Eaton, A. F. McAlary, Donald G.
Cummings.
,
Airways Committee — Charles
Berry, chairman, Everett Munsey,
Robert Allen, Thomas Chisholm,
Louis W. Fickett.
Entertainment Committee—Sum
ner C. Perry, chairman, Thomas
Chisholm, A. C. Hocking, Charles H.
Berry, Dr. B. E. Flanders, S. E. Nor
wood, Charles C. Wotton, Cleveland
L. Sleeper, Jr., William D. Talbot,
Arnold M. Nelson, A. F. Russell, Jr..
George D. Sleeper.

new rock crusher replacing the
obsolete one at The Meadows ls
under construction at the Northend
fluxstone plant, and it will handle
stone from the two new quarries
of the Rockland & Rockport Lime
Corp .at the head of Rankin street.
The stock of crushed stone on hand
will be exhausted with the early
departure of another bargeload.

other way was shown;
love and kindness
gave to her
he also gave his own.

WALDO THEATRE

And she In turn
Gave back to fllm
All that mother love could be.
And his memory will be cherished
Through all eternity.
Delora E. Morrill
Rcckpcrt.
*

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

Mrs. Raymond Pendleton wishes
to announce the salesmanship of
Avon products formerly sold by
Mrs. Marion Lindsey. Tel 141-R.
18* lt

TUESDAY ONLY, FEB. 11

JANE WITHERS
KENT TAYLOR

In

BINGO
SPEAR HALL, TONIGHT

“GIRL FROM AVENUE A”
WEDNESDAY ONLY, FEB. 12

7.30 o’clock
DOOR PRIZE. BIG DINNER
ATTENDANCE PRIZE, $SJ»
18*lt

Ambulance Servict

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

• CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL. $62
ROCKLAND. ME.
M-tf

Special Stage Presentation
IN PERSON

THE LONE PINE
MOUNTAINEER
This is the handsome trpohy
presented by the Ski Gull Club with
an eye to developing a wider inter
est in skiing. The trophy is now in
the possession of Rockland High
School, having been won last year
by Kent Glover. It is available to
any individual high point winner
in any school in Knox, Lincoln or
Waldo Counties, the highest winner
gaining possession of the trophy for
his school for the succeeding year.
The annual Interscholastic Ski
Race starts at 10 o’clock Friday
morning from the ski lodge at Mt.
Megunticook.

“Sons of the Westerners”
and “Betty Lou”
On The Screen

“MEN AGAINST THE
SKY”
with
Richard Dix, Wendy Barrie
Edmund Lowe

Arthur H. Whitman who is act
ing as court stenographer this
term, fell on the icy paving last
night and will work under the
handicap of a sprained ankle.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxil
iary will meet Wednesday night
at the Legion hall. Supper will be
served at 6 o’clock under the di
rection of Mrs. Minnie Smith. Mrs.
Mary Weeks and Mrs. Nelia Vose.
Bring prizes for beano.

Anderson Camp. Sons of Union
Veterans of the Civil War is al
ways at the fore on patriotic oc
casions. Wednesday night at 7.30
it will present a program appro
Contestant
Contestant
Contestant
priate to Lincoln’s Birthday with
Edith Rich
Eleanor Porter
Miriam Leppanen
addresses by Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson
(a native of Kentucky) and Rev.
from
further
competition,
regardless
Lucille Melvin is leading by a slim
Kenneth
H. Cassens. The public
margin in the Food Fair Contest for of her standing.
is
invited.
The girls are still piling up The
the title of “Miss Rockland” over
Dorothy Trask. These two have been Courier-Gazette votes and have only
.
j
,
a.
11 this issue and those of Thursday, son's Beauty Salon; sport shirt,
running neck and neck for the past ■
Conant’s Clothing Store; candy,
j Saturday and next Tuesday left.
three countings, but Lucille length- !
merchants of Rockland have Chisholm's Spa; two theatre tickets
ened her lead slightly in the Mon- 1 contributed excellent prizes for the each Strand and Park; hand bag,
Vesper A. Leach; bed lamp, Houseday counting but still is less than ! contestants and are listed below:
1000 votes ahead.
First prize—Street or evening Sherman, Inc.
Third Prize—$10 cash; shampoo,
Mary Snow and Dorothy Baum dress, Senter Crane Company; perwave,
make-up, Parisian Beauty
are tied for third position with' manent. shampoo and finger wave.
Salon;
corsage,
Clark's Flower Shop;
50,100 votes each and are putting Al’s Beauty Salon; corsage, Clark’s
chocolates.
Jack
Green’s; two the
Flower Shop; street shoes or evening
up a real battle.
atre
tickets
each,
Strand and Park
The contestants who have been in slippers. McLain's Shoe Store; oneTheatres.
the lower brackets are creeping up half dozen large portraits, Nicholas
Fourth prize is being contemplated
on the leaders and threaten to make Studio; two pairs stockings, M. E.
and
will be announced in Thursday’s
a scrap of it as the contest draws to Wotton & Son; dance set, the JBell
issue.
a close.
Shops; cosmetics, Goodnow’s PharThe standing of the contestants
The contest will end one week macy; perfume, Walmsley’s Pharat
5 p. m. Monday:
from today, Tuesday, Peb. 18, at 9 macy; two tickets for Strand and
Lucille
Melvin ...................... 68.820
p. m. and the winners will be award Park Theatres; grocery order, J. A.
Dorothy
Trask ........................ 67,940
ed their prizes in Friday evening of Jameson Co.; two summer excursion
Mary
Snow
................................ 50,100
trip tickets to Swan’s Island. Vi
fair week.
Dorothy
Baum
.......................... 50.100
There will be no season tickets nalhaven & Rockland Steamboat
sold at the ticket windows on Mon- | Co.; one year’s subscription to The Ebba Kalloch ......................... 29.700
23,860
day and Tuesday as the contestants! Courier-Gazette; electric heater, Anne. Brooks ......
Ruth
McMahon
.......................
22,580
will all be in Community Building Gofkautf's; one bathrobe. Van
Ruby
Elliott
...........................
22.560
lobby to sell the tickets in their race Baalen Heilbrun Co ; slip, Mans
for the honors. The girls will not field’s; candy, Maynard Havener; Shirley Firth .......................... 21.080
Edith Rich ............................. 19,820
be permitted to have any persons locket, Leighton's.
Miriam
Leppanen ................... 18.530
Second Prize — Skirt, Cutler’s;
help them sell in the building or
Mary
Anastasia
...................... 17,160
on the grounds of Community Build bathrobe, Van Baalen Heilbrun Co.;
ing. They must sell the tickets cosmetics, Sheldon's Drug Store; Barbara Rogers ...................... 11,780
themselves. Any contestant who corsage, Silsby’s Flower Shop; Josephine Farmigton ........... 11,300
11,100
violates this rule will be disqualified, shampoo, wave and make-up, Pay- Eleanor Porter .................

For The Air Corps

Major Nester Tells of the
Government’s Desire
For 40,000 Recruits
Uncle Sam's desire for men in
the Air Corps was stressed this
morning by Major Howard W. Nes
ter, who was in the city on busi
ness in that connection.
The Government plans to train
40.COO flying cadets this year, and
New England's quota is 8000 The
traveling examining board will sit
at the Bangor House Feb. 25 and
26 to consider applications.
The applicant for this branch of
the service starts as a cadet for $75
a month and found, including uni
form. After seven months’ train
ing he graduates with a commission
as 2d lieutenant ln the Air Corps
Reserve and called to active duty

for three years.
His salary during that period is
$205 a month, and If he doesn't de
sire a permanent commission after
three years, and returns to civil
life, the Government will pay him
a bonus of $1500 in cash, in addi
tion to the regular pay allowance.
The applicant must be unmarried
and past his 20th birtliday, but not
past his 27th.
He must be a citizen of the Unit
ed States and must have two years
of college training, or be able to
pass the Air Corps mental exami
nation which will be given May 13
at the Boston Army Base and each
three months thereafter.
The Rubinstein meeting planned
for Friday, Feb. 14, has been
changed to Thursday.
The Rockland Stamp dub will
meet Thursday night, in Anas
tasia’s barber shop. Main street
foot of Limerock street at 730 It
will be annual meeting with elec
tion of officers and Important busi
ness will be discussed. All collec
tors, whether members or not, aro
invited.

It’s “TOPS IN TOWN”

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
February 17 = 22, Inclusive
Z

V

1

A

A series of five beano parties will
be held at G.A R hall beginning
Thursday, Feb. 13 at 2.15 p. m..
sponsored by Edwin Libby Relief
Corps.
18-lt

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Lou H Morrill by his
stepmother, Delora E. Morrill.
A stepmother she had to be,

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
SH or 781-1 «r 781-U

Edwin Libby Relief Corps.

days.
Joyce At Swans Island. Feb. 4. Mrs.
Essie Joyce, aged 78 years. 8 months.
17 days.
Kent -At Swans Island, Feb. 6, John

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

E

Knox County Camera Club
To Repeat Its Triumph

and the Methodist Church Brother
The Senior YP.C.U. met Sun hood.

P.nd G SOAP

4 bars f 5<

Dunking Contest

FRIDAY AFTERNOON
Rockland High School Band, Ernest Munro, Soloist
Marjorie Mills Day

LOUIS A. WALKER
79 Summer St., Phone 577
13-21

(IT IS WHITE)

Dunking Contest

Hundreds in North Knox will be
able to live again the scenes of
Union Fair of last August and see
the beauty of the county as regis
tered by the color cameras of the
Knox County Camera Club. Many
scenes were taken in this region.
All the equipment used at the
Rockland showing will be trans
nation was also dissected.
ported/ to Union. Admission will
be 35 cents, as at the Rockland
BORN
showing, and the proceeds will go
Hilton At Damariscotta. Feb. 6, to to Union High School Athletic As
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hilton of Bremen,
a daughter.
sociation. The camera man may
Gardner—At Knox Hospital. Feb. 2,
to Mr and Mrs. Henry Oardner, a have shot you at the Fair or in
daughter—Marie.
some of the towns of the northern
Sawyer—At Thomaston, Feb. 9. to
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Sawyer,
part of the county.
daughter.
The ticket sale starts this after
noon.
They may be obtained from
For flying instruction see Charlie
MARRIED
the
High
School students or from
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
St. Clair Levasseur — At Rockland
adv.

GORTON-PEW

Instrumentalists

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Baby Show

The porch thermometer present
ed a much more attractive appear
ance this morning—18 above as
compared with yesterday morning's
zero. The grass is green where
snowbanks have disappeared, and
it won't be long before the head
of the house is studying The Cou
rier-Gazette ads to see who sharp
ens lawn mowers. The Wolf Moon
ii with us, whatever that is.

From A. J. Huston of Portland,
formerly of Rockland, is received
word of the recent death of his
mother, Mrs. Mary E. Dean, for
merly of Lincolnville, at the age
of 93. She was a daughter of Capt.
John and Emeline Pendleton Gilky
and was married first to Alonzo E.
Huston of Lincolnville and second
to Joseph E. Dean of Lincolnville
and Marshall.

7

TUESDAY NIGHT
The Lime City Boys, Hillbillies

The Weather

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Graves
have received word that their son,
Private Harry W„.Graves, has been
transfered from Westover Field,
Mass., to La Guardia Field1 in New
York.
He is attending the
Academy of Aeronautics at Jackson Heights, Long Island,
Y.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
Dancing, Singing,

Variety Show

land High School.
Feb 14-16 —Camden— Outing Club
Carnival
Feb 17—Union—"Down Eastern” en
tertainment at High School gym,
toon.-ored by Community Club.
Peb 17-22—Community Pood Fair.

Register of Probate Charles L.
Veazie who has been confined to
his home in Rockport the past
three weeks, by illness is gradually
recovering.

Entertainments
Perry’s Drawings
Major Drawings

THE “MSS ROCKLAND” RACE

President Senter An
nounces His Committees
For Chamber of Commerce

Evenings, 7.00 to 10JO
Evenings, 9.00 o’clock
Evenings 9.45 o’clock
Evenings 10 30 o’clock

„ ,, *
MONDAY NIGHT
Rockland City Band, Miss Bertha McIntosh, Soloist
Dunking Contest

Feb 12-22—Natlonal Defense Week.

Feb

499 549 518 543 519-2628
City record.

Capable Workers

COMMUNITY FAIR STORY IN BRIEF

100—536
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Community Building, Rockland
AFTERNOONS—-EVENINGS

THE GREATEST FAIR IN ROCKLAND HISTORY
MORE
MORE
MORE
MORE
MORE

EXHIBITORS THAN EVER BEFORE
FOOD SAMPLES THAN EVER BEFORE
DEMONSTRATORS THAN EVER BEFORE
BOOTH GIFTS THAN EVER BEFORE
ATTRACTIVE PROGRAMS THAN EVER BEFORE

MORE GAMES THAN EVER BEFORE
MORE BEANO PRIZES THAN EVER BEFORE
MORE SURPRISE FUN FEATURES THAN EVER BEFORE
MANY, MANY MORE DOOR PRIZES THAN EVER BEFORE

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN EYER BEFORE
SEE MARJORIE MILLS IN PERSON

Every Cent Goes Toward the Splendid

Work of Community Building
BUSES TO CAMDEN AND THOMASTON AFTER NIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

THURS.-FRI., FEB. 13-14

ANNA NEAOLE

Roland Young
ZAZU PITTS

“NO NO NANETTE”

ONLY NINE DAYS LEFT TO HELP YOUR FAVORITE WIN “MISS ROCKLAND” HONORS—BUY YOUR
SEASON TICKET OF HER TODAY

WALDOBORO

GOV. SALTONSTAIl’S VISIT

ft ft ftft
MRS. LOUISE MTIJJKR
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 27

Funds are being solicited for the

A metallic click told him
his weapon was empty.

The sun was moving over the jag
ged Washington skyline on the sec
ond morning thereafter when Ben
ning was put down at Bolling Field
by a fast observation plane from
Kelly Field. After his landing at
Randolph Field from Mexico City
the day before, he had passed the
alarm to Eighth Corps Area Head
quarters and sent a code report of
details by wire to Colonel Flagwill.
A military car was waiting for
him at the airport It sped him to
the War Department where Flagwill was waiting in the G-2 office.
The colonel showed the effects of
strain and sleeplessness, but was
gravely contained.
"A fine bombshell you’ve exploded
in the War Department Benning,”
Flagwill said solemnly.
’T’ve reported only what 1 learned,
sir ” Benning answered. "Of course,
ihe nal appraisal of my Informa
tion is up to the General Staff.”
‘‘General Hague took your report
at once to the President,” Flagwill
said. "As a result the President
had an ultimatum sent to Ruiz yes
terday by the State Department.
Our ambassador at Mexico City was
i structed to say that Mexico must
explain fully its European army
within forty-eight hours, and give
our military attaches at the em
bassy full authority to visit all troop
concentrations to view first-hand
what is going on.”
“I read a news flash on the Presi
dent’s ultimatum in the San Antonio
papers last night before I took off
for Washington, sir,” Benning said.
"If my opinion is worth anything,
Colonel, Ruiz will merely stall
around in a play for time. He's con
trolled wholly by Van Hassek.”
"We’re getting ready to mobilize
the army and National Guard, Ben
ning.” Flagwill rubbed a torment
ed hand across his brow. "Gad,
what a headache if it finally comes
to that!
"We’ll be lucky if we get any
thing mobilized before Van Hassek
hits us,” Benning predicted. "I
mean if we wait much longer.”
"Wait? Wait? Whrrt else can we
do but wait? The people Just sim
ply refuse to believe we're vulnera
ble, Benning. Late yesterday a
prominent senator dressed down the
President for sending an ultimatum
to Ruiz. Said the present troubled
time is not one to rock the boat—
intimated the President was play
ing politics. The press gave that
statesman almost as much space
as it gave the ultimatum. But now
you get busy and type out your re
port in detail, Benning. General
Hague has called a General Staff
conference for eight o’clock. Hague
has been at his desk constantly since
your report came in yesterday—no
one around here has had any sleep.
I’ll be back as soon as possible.”
Benning dictated to a confidential
clerk his report covering his move
ments and observations from the
day of his arrival in Paris.
This done, he reproduced from
memory the Van Hassek operations
map with its numerous sinister red
arrows indicating points of possible
Invasion of the United States by a
major land force supported by war
ships and aircraft.
Colonel Flagwill came in from
staff conference, his face gravely
tense.
"What’s fretting the President is
his next move. G-2 has canvassed
public opinion throughout our nine
corps areas and finds the public isn’t
very much excited over the Mexi
can situation. The President’s ulti
matum stirred up more curios
ity than alarm In the country. Too
many newspapers treat the matter
apathetically, or question the vigor
and finality with which the Presi
dent went after Ruiz.”
* stenographer brought in Benni. ,'s complete report and Flagwill seized it avidly. His brows met
as he came to the scene in Van
Hassek’s quarters at the Palacio
NacionaL
"You say, Benning, you saw a
black flag with crossed sabers with
your own eyes—and all the officers
. .uted it?" he asked sharply.
"Yes, sir.”
"You didn’t tell me that in your
verbal account. Man, that's vital
information! That same flag has
been showing up in Europe among
the armies of the Coalition Powers.
It’s also been reported in Tokio and
China. Reports have leaked out that
the militarists are rallying behind
that flag, hell-bent on taking mat
ters in their own hands if necessary.
Of course, that’s a subterfuge for
Coalition governments to maneu
ver behind while they keep up a
pretense of peace negotiations. But
the presence of that flag in Van
Hassek’s headquarters is highly sig
nificant. I’ll take your report at
once to General Hague.”
Benning spent morning and after
noon checking over the G-2 reports
fin complications and developments

the world over. Notes of ambassa
dors, consuls, army and navy at
taches in foreign capitals, and sum
maries of press clippings all reflect
ed the unrest and tension that
gripped the world.
Europe continued a maelstrom of
rumor. Germany, Italy, Spain, and
their allied Balkan states were shut
off by rigid censorship. On the plea
of internal necessity they had closed
their frontiers to foreigners, denied
aliens all use of mails and wire
communications. Similar action had
been taken by Japan. Unverified
reports came from China of heavy
troop concentrations north of Shang
hai together with concentration of
transport fleets. Russia had drawq
off to herself behind an unbreakable
curtain of censorship. Diplomacy ad
mittedly had broken down the world
over, fretted capitals waited in the
grip of fear for the next moves in
a world gone mad.
Only in the United States was

there tranquillity left, a lack of fear
and tension. G-2 reports gave the
same story from over the country.
There was lively interest but little
tension. War was something on re
mote horizons, isolated by broad
seas. America wanted nothing to
do with it, wished only to be left
alone with her peaceful intentions.
Therefore no harm could come. The
war scare was jingoistic poppycock
promoted by militarists in their
quest of heavier appropriations for
armaments. Just as though recent
millions pledged to them were in
sufficient. As for those mercenary
troops in the Mexican army, our
own army could gobble them up in
a jiffy if they were senseless enough
to start anything.
During the day Benning saw little
of Flagwill. Endless staff' confer
ences were being held, the whole
War and Navy Departments a bee
hive of strained activity. A new
plan was hot in the making, a tor
tured, impossible plan, out of which
the best must be drawn.
It was a plan to meet the one
emergency for which the United
States was wholly and utterly un
prepared, the emergency of sudden
invasion.
At Fort Sam Houston, on the out
skirts of San Antonio, Lieutenant
Colonel Bart, Corps Area G-2 Chief,
received a disturbing bit of informa
tion late in the day. Shortly after
sunset a formation, identified as
bombers, had passed over the Rio
Grande at a point west of Browns
ville, headed north.
Bart had telephoned the villages
of Kingsville, Gregory, Skidmore,
Beeville, and Kennedy to the north
of the border, in Texas, without
picking up any further report of the
flight, from which he concluded that
the bombers must have taken out
across the Gulf of Mexico.
He had alerted Galveston and New
Orleans, but as the evening passed
no reports came from those cities.
Neither Kelly Field nor Randolph
Field had any planes out. A query
to Washington brought the response
that no American bombers were
known to be in the lower Texas re
gion or along the Gulf of Mexico.
The reported bomber expedition
had followed a series of reports dur
ing the afternoon that had put Gen
eral Brill and the whole corps area
on the jagged edge. A Mexican had
brought into Laredo the report that
heavy motorized divisions were
spending the day in screened biv
ouacs in Coahuila and Nueva Leon.
Half an hour later came news
from Colonel Denn that was not to
be ignored.
"Four flights have passed over La
redo within the past fifteen min
utes,” Denn said. “If my ears know
an American plane these were not
American. They were headed about
due north, and traveling high and
fast.”
General Brill calmly made his own
estimate of the situation. Parked in
the grounds of Fort Sam Houston
were the sixteen hundred shining
new trucks of the Second Division,
together with the division’s materi
al and supplies. The Second, alert
ed and with all leaves suspended,
was in barracks and camp ready
for emergency. At Kelly and Ran
dolph Fields, near-by, were the
planes and supplies used in training
a small new army of pilots for an
expanded air service.
"Have the Second Division get
their trucks out of here as soon as
possible,” he directed his chief of
staff. "They’ll also disperse their
artillery. Notify the mayor of San
Antonio and suggest that he have
all lights cut off. Notify the flying
fields of our information. Notify Ea
gle Pass and Fort Bliss.”
He paused to receive another re
port from Bart.
"Sir, Third Army Headquarters
Just called in from Atlanta. They’ve
a report from Charleston of bomb
ers flying high over that city at
ten-seventeen o’clock, heading north
by east.”
Outside there was orderly cotjaino*

tion. Troops were pouring out of bar
racks and bivouac camps already,
the first drivers were moving their
trucks out of the fort.
Another report from Colonel Denn.
The colonel’s voice now crackled
with intensity. One of his intelli
gence scouts, disguised as a Mexi
A guest at the Boston Sportsman's Show at Mcehanies Building, Bos
can peon, had the word from friend ton, Gov. Leverett Saltonstall of Massaehusets was warmly greeed by
ly Mexicans that a heavy motor many of his friends at the State of Maine’s Inland Fisheries and Game
column was moving north from the exhibit. Above photo shows the governor in front of the information
vicinity of Palo Blanco. Another booth chatting with Inland Commissioner George J. Stobie. Left to
column was reported moving by right: Former Sea and Shore Commissioner Rodney E. Feyler of Thom
night through Tamaulipas toward aston, Albert Rau of the Show management, Stobie, Saltonstall and Ray Wayland A. Creamer
Brownsville and a third was said mond J* Kendall. Massachusetts Conservation Commissioner.—From Dick
Funeral services for Wayland A.
to have passed Mesquite, in Coahui Reed of Maine Development Commission.
Creamer. 71, who died at his home
la, headed in the direction of Eagle
Thursday night were held Sunday
Pass.
sent to Newcastle England by
at the heme, with Rev. William
An hour later the Second Divi Lincoln County. Mrs. Lawrence
Stackhouse
officiating. Burial was
WARREN
sion’s trucks, filled with men, were Weston Ls chairman of the local
in
Starrett
cemetery.
whirring out of the fort; rubberft ft ft ft
tired artillery was shifting its light drive.
Mr. Creamer had been ill for
AT
a L. Sl'ARR^TFT
Miss Mary Tuck of Quincy was
and medium cannon out of the zone
seven weeks, following a fall on
Correspondent
of possible danger.
weekend guest of her aunt Mrs.
ice at his home, which developed
ft ft ft ft
An aide, whom General Brill had James Duane.
into a case of meningitis. He was
sent out into the garrison to ob
Tel. 49
Mrs. William Flint entertained
tenderly cared for by his wife,
serve, burst into headquarters,
the
Bridge
Club
Monday
night.
Mrs.
Ella Cox Creamer, and his
breathless, his face stripped of
Members of the BYPU are plan niece, Miss Ruth Creamer, who has
Private
George
Kuhn
of
Ft.
Mc

color.
"Sir, airplanes!” he panted. "Fly Kinley spent the weekend with ning a tasty menu for the Valen made her home with Mr. and Mrs.
tine supper to be served Friday at Creamer for so many years that
ing high—but you can hear them his mother Mrs. Bessie S. Kuhn.
!
the
Montgomery rooms.
coming!"
Plans are underway for the
she seems a daughter to them.
General Brill left his staff at their birthday celebration of the high
Happy-Go-Luckies 4-H Club will
Mr. Creamer, a 30-year member
allotted jobs and went outside with school building. Committees from meet after school Thursday at the of Warren Lodge, I.O.OF., and a
his aide. The garrison was dark,
home of the local leader, Mrs.headquarters worked behind drawn the P.T.A. and the Woman's Club Beulah Lord, for a Valentine party member of White Oak Grange,
are planning a supper and enter
North Warren, was born in Wash
shades.
including
Valentine
box,
games
and
tainment.
ington, son of William and Chris
The roar of motors filled the air
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz have refreshments.
tina <Fitch) Creamer. Coming here
as trucks and artillery continued to
roll out of the garrison. But above returned from a visit of several
Three Warren Granges, includ in 1912, he bought the present
that he caught the sharp whine of weeks with their daughter Mrs. ing White Oak of North Warren, Creamer farm in North Warren.
higher-powered engines far over Andrew Newcomb and Lieutenant Warren of the Village, and Good- A dairyman, he had delivered milk
head.
! will of South Warren, were spon the past six years in Rockland, and
Newcomb in Randolph, Mass.
The 69th Anti-Aircraft Artillery
Mrs. Simon Murphy visited sors of a supper, and social-dance previous to that for six years in
had got its guns in position, but was
withholding its searchlights pending Monday with her sister Mrs. Os Monday, the proceeds to benefit this town. He was a hard work
Miss Jeannette Overlock, Snow ing man, and generally liked by
development.
Suddenly a small borne Welt.
plane zoomed down over the garri
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Steward visi Bcwl Carnival queen contestant.
neighbors and other associates.
Past Grand Representative Will
son and dropped a flare that turned ted in Madison over the weekend.
He leaves his widow, three nieces
night into day.
They were accompanied by Miss Miller of Augusta was guest speaker and two nephews.
Brill stood calmly observing. He Besse Reed who visited Mr. and Friday at the “Thomas Wildey
knew that flare was the first violence
Night” observance, held by War
"Knox County On Parade,” a
of an invasion of the United States. Mrs. Carl Hunnewell.
ren Lodge, I O.O.F., his subject, colored motion picture will be at
He knew that in a few minutes the
"The Founder of Odd Fellowship.” Union High School Thursday. Feb.
bombers would circle over their tar UNION
The first and second degrees were
get of Fort Sam Houston and let
18-19
Carl McCrillis recently went to conferred on four candidates, the 13, at 8 p. m.—adv.
drive. He knew, too, that there was
nothing he could do to prevent what West Newbury, Mass., to make his first by a staff picked up from the
home with his father Charles Mc lodges in the district represented SOUTH THOMASTON
was to follow.
—
Mrs. Della Norton who has been
A hissing shriek caught his ears. Crillis.
at the get-to-gether, and the sec
Mrs. Emma Ryan was recently1 ond degree by the staff of Warren employed in Canton, returned home
Involuntarily he raised himself on
his toes and placed his finger-tips called to Boston by the serious ill Lodge. The candidates were Ar Saturday.
at his ears. A savage flash of yel ness cf her sister, Miss Hattie
Mrs. Ruby Makinen entertained
thur Perry, Carl Perry, Victor Hills,
low flame leaped from the earth into Doake.
Thursday
at dinner-bridge, Mrs.
all
of
Warren
and
Stanley
Hills
of
the heavens. The ground under him
Funeral
services for Mrs. Carrie Union. Lodges of district 15 rep Bertha Sleeper, Mrs. Myrtle Maki
shook with volcanic intensity from
resented were Waldoboro, Warren nen and Mrs. Carolyn Davis, the
the savage wrath of a heavy bomb. Wentworth were held Sunday.
latter winning the travel prize.
and Union.
Long fingers of light leaped into
"Kncx County On Parade,”, a
the sky from the 69th’s searchlights.
Leland Philbrcok, clerk at the
Rev. F Ernest Smith of the RcckA heavy demolition bomb detonated colored motion picture will be at Walker Grocery Store, reported fw pert Methodist Church, successor
in the field from which the trucks Union High School Thursday, Feb. duty Monday in Portland, on the to Rev. N. F. Atwood was a calle
were whirring. Brill caught, in the 13 at 8 p. m.—adv.
18-19 Maine Central Railroad Lines. Miss Friday on residents here. He will
momentary flash of light, the grim
Dorothy Simmons will take his supply the chapel pulpit here occa
tragedy of shattered men and ma
place in the store.
sionally.
terial. Above the din he heard the MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Blackingcries of wounded men. Another Mty. C«ra G. Page
Miss Elizabetth Till won the sla
bomb crashed and another. His anti
The community has been recent ton and family were dinner guests lom ski race Feb. 2 at Goffstown,
aircraft regiment began crackling, ly saddened by the death of a loved Sunday at the home of Mr. and N. H.
but his handful of guns were al friend and former citizen of this Mr»: Montelle Ross in Waldoboro.
most lost in the din of titanic thun place Mrs. Cora <Gould) Page. She
Miss Marion Wallace, student at
der that crashed from the sky.
was loved for her cheerful disposi the Portland School of Fine and WEST ROCKPORT
Incendiary bombs rained down,
Mrs. Fred Collins of Rcckland
Applied Arts, is ill with influenza
bringing an irresistible heat that ate tion and courage, always ready to
was
a caller Saturday on Mrs. A. A.
its way into all combustible parts of do what she could for every one. at the home of her parents, Mr. Clark.
Mrs. Page was born in this town and Mrs. Chester Wallace, who
barracks. General Brill turned back
Mrs. Charles Rhodes with her
into his headquarters, sat down at Feb. 29, 1880, daughter of Augustus went to Portland for her last Tuesdaughter Barbara Lee were guests
his desk stricken by his utter help and Viletta (Clark) Gould. She at j day.
lessness, but maintaining his self- tended the St. George High School
The annual meeting of the Town Sunday of her parents, Mr. and
control.
Budget Committee will be held at Mrs. J. F. Heal.
and made many lifelong friends.
His staff, their bloodless faces
Miss Carolyn Merrifield of Union
On July 17, 1900 she became the 1.30 Saturday at the Selectmen’s
drawn and lined, worked coolly, out
office.
spent Saturday with Charlene
wife
of
George
L.
Page
and
re

wardly oblivious to the danger.
All Scouts are asked to be pres Heald.
Information kept coming in, reports sided here for a year or two, then
ent
tonight <Feb. 11) at the Troop
The Tuesday Club will meet this
that had to be appraised until the moved to Massachusetts, where Mr.
whole picture of attack and dis Page had employment and where
aster had been assembled and ap she continued to live until she died
praised as the basis for whatever Jan. 11.
later action was to be taken.
Mrs. Page was always interested
The wooden hangars at Kelly in public affairs. She was a mem
Field were in flames. Randolph
A Motion Picture in Full Color
Field was being hammered. San ber of the Second Baptist Church
of
St.
George
<
known
by
many
as
Antonio was in a mad panic which
THURSDAY, FEB. 13
had got out of all police control. the Ridge Church) until several
People were flooding the streets, years ago. She then took her name
At 8.00 P. M.
rushing about in a mad frenzy in from this church and joined in
their efforts to escape the city. Somerville, Mass. She was also a
UNION HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Roads were choked with passenger member of the Eastern Star ar.d
vehicles.
Auspices Union High School A. A. and the
Grange in Somerville.
But the Van Hassek bombers were
Methodist Brotherhood Class
Funeral services were held in her
confining their major fury to Fort
18-19
Sam Houston and the flying fields, home in Medford, Mass. Then she
which told General Brill that the was brought to St. George and an
attack presaged a crossing of the other service was held in the Ad
Rio Grande by mobile troops during vent chapel at Port Clyde, Rev.
the night or at daybreak.
Harry Daniels officiating.
The
YOUNG MEN: LEARN A TRADE
From New Orleans and Galveston beautiful flowers showed the love
came reports of raids that were still
IN YOUR SPARE TIME
in progress. Hundreds were killed and esteeem her many friends and
relatives had for her. The bear
in the streets. No other details.
Shortly after midnight the violence ers wer Burton Clark, George Pease,
ELECTRIC WELDERS
suddenly ceased, the bombers and Forest Davmis and Calvin Sim
their accompanying attack ships mons. Interment was in the Ridge
ARE IN DEMAND
sailed off to the south. Colonel Denn cemetery.
A trade that will assure you of a steady job with good pay.
called in again from Laredo. The
Mrs. Page leaves a daughter Mrs.
No classroom or home studying. Students Learn by Actual
head of a motorized column had
Welding. The oldest and largest school in Maine.
halted at Nuevo Laredo just south Walter MacKennon of New York
and
a
sen
William
D.
Page
of
Med

YOU PAY AS YOU LEARN
of the Rio Grande. His intelligence
patrols had verified this with their ford, Mass.; two sisters. Mrs. Hollis
We guarantee to teach you regardless of time required. The
own eyes.
only Electric Welding School in the State that offers you this
Chadwick of Tenant's Harbor and
guarantee.
"All right, gentlemen,” Brill told Mrs. Harriet Ward of Medford.
his staff. "Get the Second .Division Mass.; one grandson, William D.
We help you find a job at the completion of your course. Our
together as quickly as possible and
graduates are working.
start them moving south toward the Page, Jr.; three nieces and four
TERMS TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS
I Contributed]
Nueces Riverf Tell General Mole of nephews.
SCHOOL OPEN EVERY DAY AND EVENING
the Second I’ll meet him at Kirk in
three hours with his orders for the APPLETON
CALL OR WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
defense of San Antonio. Get Gen
"Knox
County
On
Parade,
”
a
eral Hague on the long-distance
CENTRAL WELDING SCHOOL
again while I report. We’re going colored motion picture will be at
to do our best in a desperate situa Union High School Thursday. Feb.
85 WATER ST., RANDOLPH, ME. TEL. 1015
tion. and I needn’t tell you what 13, at 8 p. m.—adv.
18-19
we’re up against! I’ll be ready for
PIONEER WELDING SCHOOL IN MAINE
your recommendations In an hour, COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
17*19
gentlemen."

“KNOX COUNTY ON PARADE”

Continued in Tuesday’s issue)

WORK WONDERS
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I

SENTER * CRANE'S

zA
9s

Final Clearance

Mrs. Clara Weeks of Coopers Mills.
Miss Alice Piper of Belfast, tele
phone operator at the local ex
change, resumed her duties here
Monday after an absence of six
weeks during which she cared for
her mother, who has been seriously
ill at her home in Belfast.
Parents and friends of pupils in
the four grades of the junior high
school are invited to attend a lastday program of playlets and musi
cal numbers Friday at the school.
The program wilk start at 12:30.
The
Congregational
Ladies'
Circle will serve public supper
Thursday at the chapel. In charge
will be Mrs. P. D. Starrett, Mrs.
Michael Halligan, Mrs. Lowell
Moody, Jr., Mrs. Fred Mathews,
and Mrs. Boynton Maxey.

Rolling Kitchen which is being

4MERlc5K

meeting at the Congregational
chapel.
The Contract Club meets this
afternoon with Mrs. Everett Cun
ningham.
Out of town relatives who at
tended the funeral services Sun
day for Wayland Creamer, were
Mr. and Mrs. Royal Warring of
Newton, Mass., Mrs. Ina Smith and

Miss Shirley Burns, R. N., who
is employed1 at Memorial Hospital,
Damariscotta spent Saturday with
her father, Fred L. Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney
of New York were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney,
Jr.

/tfTACZf
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Quilted Robes of Cotton or Rayon, also Flannel Robe;

and Corduroy Robes
We Need the Room!

THESE GOODS GREATLY REDUCED!

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Advertlaementa ln this column not
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for on«
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to * line.

FOR SALE
ONE Toggenburgh nanny goat for
sale, 4 years old. MAURICE AHLHOLM
Box 80. Warren. Me.
18*lt
MODEL A Ford for sale, 1931 tudor
sedan; also three-plpe furnace. F O.
PRIEST. Rockport, Tel. Camden 2211.
17*19
1936 Chevrolet >2-ton panel truck.
1934 Plymouth sedan. 1932 Pontiac se
dan and many others for sale FRED
ERICK U. WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel.
838 R______________________________ 17-19
6 FT. G. E. refrigerator for sale, ln
very good condition B L. GRAFTON
16 Knox

St.,

Thomaston

17*19

SPECIAL prices on New Marine Gas
Engines, good until Feb 15 only. 4
cyl. 60 h. p.,>3*4"x4". straight drive.
$325; with 2 to 1 Red Gear. $395 6 etyl
95 h. p., 3 3-16"x4lH", straight drive.
$4 '5; with 2 to 1 Red Gear, $535. 6 cyl.
i30 h. p., 41<"x4:)i”, straight drive.
$575; with 2 to 1 Red Gear. $695. Tel.
Camden 2209. Work quick
KNOX
M.ARINE EXCHANGE. Camden, Me.
117 118
COWS for sale due to freshen ln
March.
EMIL LAINE, North Cush
ing________________________________ 18-20
COMPLETE bathroom set for sale,
all In good condition, bowl, tub. etc ;
large hot air furnace complete with
pipes, pans and register, all ln fine
shape, also two copper hotwater tanks,
indirect type.
Apply ROLAND G.
WARE, at the Talbot Ave.-Main St.
Sunoco Station, Rockland.
16 18
BOAT "Racketash" for sale. 38 ft. by
11 ft. 3 In., fully equipped, in good
condition; would make good dragger.
HAROLD BUNKER. Matlntcus, Me
16-18
30 HORSES for sale, weight 10001600 cash, trade or terms
WILLIAM
HALL. Whitefield. Tel. 17-11.______ 1308
YOUNG work horse for sale; also
100 cord of good dry cord wood. MURDICK CRAMER, Route 17, Washlngton. Me.___________________________ 13-25
Hard wooa per foot, fitted, $1 50;
Sawed. $1 40: long, $1.30 M. B. <St C O
PERRY. Tel. 487__________________ 14-tf
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
for sale, $14.50; Pocahontas lumpy
soft. $9; fitted dry hard wood, $1.50 ft.
J B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62
14-tf
D Se H. bard coal, egg, stove, nut
$14 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton. del Nut size New River soft
not screened $9 ton del. M. B. & C.
O PERRY, 519 Main St., Tel. 487. 14<f

Eggs And Chicks
SC R.I. Red Chicks
Pullorum clean. Write
KINNEY. Thomaston.
Box 49. Tel. Tenants

for sale, U. S.
or phone M M
St. George Rd .
Harbor 56-14
9*20
CLEMENTS Reds — Rocks, Crosses.
Sex Links, have pep and profit ability.
Malne-U. S. Pullorum Clean. Custo
mers are extra enthusiastic. Pullet
chicks ln all breeds. There are good
reasons, told ln free catalogue, write
for lt now. CLEMENTS BROTHERS
FARMS. Rt. 33, Winterport. Me______
R. I. Red chicks for sale, hatched
from 2-year-old hens; also day old
roosters 2c each
W. H. TOLMAN
Waldoboro, Tel. 153.
14-tf

MISCELLANEOUS
OLD. Weak. Over 40! Men. Women!
Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up bodies
lacking Iron, Vitamin B-l. Get vim.
Get 35c size today. Call, write C. H
MOOR & CO., and all other good drug
stores.
15*23

w#ek with Mrs. Louise Orbeton.
Mrs. Mabel Heald will be hostess
Thursday to the Mission Circle.
A group of members from the Mt
Pleasant Grange attended instal
lation of officers Wednesday at
Megunticook Grange in Camden.
Mrs. Harvey Lunden and daughter
Carol spent Wednesday with Mrs.
Lunden’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wellman in Hope.

Flashlight bulbs are in such de
mand in Italy, because of blackouts,
factories cannot fill all orders.

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
FEBRUARY 17-22
Community Bldg., Rockland
More Fun, More Prizes, More Games
Than Ever Before
15-20

WIREHAIRED terrier lost; black and
white, bull head, answers to name
• Static." TEL 1069 or 643-W
17-19

LARGE, grey, white and brown
shaggy cat lost since Thursday
No
tify MRS CHARLES WHITMORE 53
Granite St ■ Tel. 152-J.____________ 18-20
SMALL brown
and white male
Beagle dog lost; last seen at South
Warren. Finder notify FRED NORD.
Cushing, or Tel. Thomaston 198 2.
16*18

WANTED
GOOD home for aged persons or In
valids at 17 Suffolk St., expert, Indi
vidual attention. TEL 1200.
17*19-tl
USED upright piano wanted ln good
condition.
MAINE MUSIC CO. Tel
708.______________________ _ ________ 17-tf
SEX linked eggs wanted; 20 cents
over Boston market
Write C. A. HAS
KELL. Box 244. Gardiner.
18*20
SHIPYARD- Welding and burning
taught the aU practical way. Our 15
years’ experience ln shipyard work
assures you of proper instruction. Low
tuition, convenient terms
CAPITOL
WELDING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave .
Portland. Tel. 3-2451.
11*28
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEMING. 19 Birch St., Tel 212-W.
14-tf

TO LET
HEATED two-room furnished apt
to let, with bath at Foss House 77
Park St,, TEL 330.
13-tf
KITCHENETTE apt to let
f3 50
week. 283 Main St. TEL 1154.
18-tf
DUCKY modern 4-room apartmen*
on ground floor. Furnished or unfu-lilshed. No dogs. 77 Summer St. TEI.
577, ________________________
18 20
I
OF'FIGE to let. central location
| heated, low rental. TEL. 133
17-25
FURNISHED apartment to let at IX)
Pleasant St
Apply at 23 Amesbury
St., TEL. 958-J.____________________ 18-tf
FURNISHED apt. to let, 2 rooms,
pantry, flush, clean, warm and sunny
DE111A Y ORK, lll Pleasant St.
14-t f
DOWNSTAIRS tenament to rent at
81 North Main St. Available Feb 16
, Call MAURICE LEONARD. Tel 117-W
____________________________________ 16-18
FOUR-room tenement to let. Inquire
of MRS. E. O. WrLLIAMKON. 176 Main
St., or Tel. 874-W_________________ 18*20
TWO-room furnished apt. to let. with
bath at q s House, 77 Park St.. TEI.
330.__________________________ 13-tf
THREE furnished rooms to let for
light housekeeping with private bath
Apply 65 North Main St., TEL 887-M
________________________ ______ ____ 11-tf
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS
FLORA COLLINS. Tel. 579-W.
12-tf
5-ROOM tenement with hath to let.
Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
M. ARMATA, The Men's Shop. Main
j <te Park Sts , Rockland.___________ 14 tf
LARGE atore with three rooms and
bath ln rear 73 Park St Center store
ln block. $6 week V. F STUDLEY
283 Main St.
_____________14-tf
FOUR-room furnished, heated apt
to let. automatic hot water. At 15
Summer St. H. M FROST. Tel. 318-W
________ 14-tf
HEATED apartment to let, modern
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
rooms, bath and kitchenette. Apply
at 130 Union St , Or TEL 158 or 723-R
__ __________________________________ 14-tf
TWO or 3 room furnished apt to
let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR
REN or 11 JAMES ST.____________ 14-tf
LARGE heated room and bath to
let. $4 weak. FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park
St.
14 tf
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock
St. Inquire at PDOPLES LAUNDRY
14-tf

F#

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADN
WORK WONDERS

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.09
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar.^tockland,

119-tf

Every-Other-Day '

Every-Other-Day
VINALHAVEN
«A«»
MBS. OGCAR O.

INE'S

LANK
Correspondent

M and Mrs. Lyford Philbrook
entertained Saturday night at their
^cn1» Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway
Mr. and Mrs Robert Perkins.
The game of "Sorry' featured the
r>.4 'ainment, and a lobster lunch
eon was served.
C C. Pebster returned Saturday

ft
<8

$

ilso Flannel Robes

es

LEDUCED!

AND FOUND
IREI) terrier lost; bluck and
I ht nd unswcrs to name
I’El low or 643-W
17-19

Kiev, white and brown
Inie l iniisdiiv
No
CHARLES WHITMORE 53
Tc 152-J.____________ 18-20

■brown
and white
male
lost; last seen at South
’Intli r notify I’REI) NORD,
ir Tel. Thomaston 198 2.
16*18

:d
ime for aged persons or ln7 Suffolk St., expert. tncMntiun TEL 1200
17*19-tf
right piano wanted ln good
MAINE MUSIC CO. Tel
_____________________ 17-tf
•s wanted; 30 cents
market Write C. A HAS244 Gardiner.
18*20
l> Welding and burning
all practical way. Our 15
prlence ln shipyard work
or proper Instruction Low
nvenient terms
CAPITOL
SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave .
e
: ? 151______________ 11*28
RE wanted to upholster,
ind delivered T J Fl.EM•ch St . Tel 212-W.
14-tf

twi-room furnished apt
li bath at Foss House 77
FI. 336
__________ 13 -1 f
ETTE apt
to let, t3.50
: IT. 1154.
18-tf
m 4-room apartment
fl r Furnished or unfuvd",'s. 77 Summer St, TEI.
____________________ 18 20
to let. central location,
rental
TEL 133
17-25
IED apartment to let at IX)
t
Apply at 23 Amesbury
8-J____________________ 18-tf
IED apt to let, 2 rooms,
sh. clean, warm and sunny.
ItK 111 Pleasant St.
14-tf
AIRS tenament to rent at
lain Kt
Available Feb 15.
ICE LEONARD. Tel 117-W
____________________ 16-18
»nt tenement to let. Inquire
C. WILLIAMSON. 176 Main
874 W
18*20
h furnished apt. to let, with
s House, 77 Park St.. TH.
_________ 13-tf
urnl.-hed rooms to let for
keeping with private bath,
orth Main St.. TEL 887-M.
____ _______________ 11-tf
let at 15 Orove St. MBS
LLIN3. Tel, 579-W.
12-tf
tenement with bath to let.
vated Opposite Maine CenRent reasonable. Inquire
‘A. The Men's Shop. Main
Rock'.and__________ 14 tf
ore with three rooms and
73 Park St Center stop*
16 week V. F. STUDI.EY
L______________________ 14-tf
m furnished, heated apt.
tomatlc hot water. At 15
H M FROST, Tel. 318-W
______________________ 14-tf
lapartment to let. modern
hard wood floors. Three
and kitchenette. Apply
It St . cr TEL 158 or 723-R.
14-tf
I apt
en St Inquire at 12 wABJAMES ST.____________ 14-tf
leated room and bath to
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
___________________ 14 tf
to let at 9 Limerock

at PEOPLES LAUNDRY14-tf

STONINGTON
Mrs. Emery Buckminster is with
her mother Mrs. Rhoda Shephard,
who is ill.
| Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowen of
Isle au Haut were recent callers on
Mrs. Celeste Coombs. They were
called to Bcston by the serious
illness of their son Elmer.
Mrs. Annie Richards has been ill
with grippe the past week.
Mrs. Stuart McLellan who has
j been visiting Mr. McLellan here re| turned Friday to her home in Con
cord.
Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Weed and
family have moved home from Deer
Isle.
John Dunton has been elected
secretary of the Lion's Club to fill

Down In St. Pete

And Could They Play Ball!

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Arthur Indulges In a Mono
logue Concerning “Time”
and Many Doors

AND

LESS
NICOTINE

N

IS SO GRAND.'

extra freedom from nicotine in the smoke.
Try slower-burning Camels. Smoke out the facts for yourself.

Dealers everywhere feature Camels at attractive carton prices.
For convenience—for economy—buy Camels by the carton.

B. J. Reynolds Tobeew Company. Winston-Salem. North Carolina

OCKLAND, ME.

o:
en. North Haven, StonIsle au Haut, Swan's
id and Frenchboro
INTER SERVICE
» change without notice.

Monday through Friday at 1.30 p. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester: WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

St. Petersburg. Fla., Feb. 6 ,
Editor cf The Ccurier-Gazette:—
One of the letters this morning offers on all these things,
I have just passed through a door voices a vehement sentiment ycu The address again is Marjorie
I had nothing to do with opening would all probably echo . . . “In Mills, Yankee NeTwcrk, Boston,
this dcor. Time attended to that spite of all the jazzing up I can do. Mass.
for me. I had even forgotten for housework certainly palls on me at i Vegetables Lyonnaise—Two medthe moment that the door was this time of year. I feel like shut- | ium size onions, 3 tablespoons Land
there, but Time does not forget ting the dcor on all problems and O’ Lakes butter, 1 No. 2 can peas.
jroin Rockland.
these things and when the doer making a very unladylike ‘snoot’ 1 No. 2 can whole kernel corn, salt,
was opened I had no choice but to and letting the wind blow me away. pepper, 2 tablespoons chopped
M f Webster Lodge F A M. will
pass
through.
The ‘snoot’ Isn’t really necessary parsley.
con;er tiie Master Mason degree
Now
I am in another room. It but would help my morale. < Re
Cut the onions in thin slices;
•jpon candidates tonight. Supper
feels much like the room I just member Charlie McCarthy's ‘That separate into rings and saute in
w
served at 6 o'clock, precedleft behind me but it looks larger will take her down a snoot or two?"’ butter. Add the liquid drained
ing trie ceremonies.
and I think I shall find it interest
A -urprise supper and farewell dent, Lodie Hassen; secretary,
If June is the “high tide” of the from the vegetables and simmer
ing.
I
can't
see
very
well
for
it
’
s
year, as most cf us agree, Febmary [ unt11 it is reduced to about cnen, •, for Eugene Burgess was held
Bessie Polk; treasurer. Josephine
dark here but I am not afraid. I is the low ebb with six weeks ’ balf cup. Add the peas and corn
n Union Church vestry Friday MacDonald; chaplain, Clyde Mac
af reasonably certain that the floor stretching out endlessly till Spring, and season with salt and pepper
nignt rt was Rtven by the church intosh; patriotic instructor, Ger
is firm beneath my feet and that all the Winter foods and menus a to suit taste. Heat thoroughly and
cho.r of which Mr. Burgess is a trude Hall; conductress, Leola
i
if I walk straight across it with bore and the “daily dozen” of just before removing from heat,
mi;n )tr He is soon to leave for Smith;
associate
conductress,
confidence and ordinary’ care I housework, cooking and cleaning add parsley. Ten servings.
his fi al examination to enter the historian, Ola C. Ames; registrar,
shall find, eventually, another door j
Spanish Casserole — One dozen
Back
in
1893,
E.
E.
(Ellie)
Simmons
was
the
sponsor
of
a
right
pert
baseball
team,
which
teak
no
back
selective service.
Frances Oakes; guard, Mabel talk from anybody. Back row, left to right: Frank Kalloch, Walter E. Weeks, Sylvanus Crockett, Frank Welch, in the opposite wall ready to swing up seeming unusually dreary.
link
sausages, ’» dozen slices bacon,
How about a trip around the gro
A program will be presented at I Oakes; assistant guard, Ray Phil- Theodcre Bunker, Howard Perry. Front row: John Robinson, Leonard Haskell, George Lurvey. Photo loaned
open when I get there.
2
large
carrots, finely diced, 1 green
cery stores for new' ideas in things
th* Gange Wednesday night, fea- brock.
by Mrs. Edna (Simmons) Look, 78 Mechanic street, Rockland.
Just now I’m astonished. I’m to serve? So many women tele pepper, chopped, 2 medium-sized
; Lirnoln’s birthday and Val
Friends of Mrs. W. Y. Fossett,
astonished at the speed at which
ent.m Day. The lecturer requests gathered at her home Saturday the vacancy left by B Norman attend the funeral of their sister nearly all their married life was my old friend, Time, has whisked phone their market orders and onions, finely diced, 1-3 cup tonever
visit thp
never visit
the stores,
stores, thereby
thereby missmiss ma^° catsup, 1-3 cup water.
fa u mem rer to take a valentine night in honor of her birthday. Dickinson.
Sadie Simpson.
spent in this town. Three children me along through, nie numerous
Wrap two sausages in each slice
ing
endless
inspiration,
we
think.
with his cr her name on It. - '
Beano featured the entertainment
Daniel Clarke cf Belfast is em
Edgar Crozier, High School prin were born of this union. Five doorways of this house of his and Pink stalks of rhubarb are in for of bacon and secure with toothp. .. Brown has returned to Dart- and a buffet lunch was served.
ployed as bookkeeper for Ralph cipal is moving with his family to years ago marked their golden left me standing here in the dark pie or sauce, cucumbers, juicy pineuntil the bacon is crisp
Cuilege having .spent a week
me
A “stocking social” was held K. Barter.
the Vernon Silver house.
wedding anniversary which was just over the threshold of room No. apples, tangerines, a variety of draining off the fat frequently.
with ms parents Mr. and Mrs. Thursday at Union Church vestry
60 with nothing to guide me fur vegetables you may have been for Place in casserole and cover with
Mrs. Linnie Billir.gs has returned
Bennie Billings, formerly of this quietly observed.
Dewey Brown.
by trustees of the church. This from a visit with her sister in town, now residing in Beverly,
A woman of splendid character ther except the experience I have getting to serve to say nothing of carrots, pepper and onion, which
Mrs. Elmer Simmers is on the program was presented. Rev. Ken
Greenwich, Conn.
Mass., has a position with the New and friendly disposition, an un gained in coming thus far and the new canned and packaged foods have been well mixed. Make a
grand jury of Knox County Court neth Cock announcer: Song, "When
sauce of the catsup and water and
usual devotion for children, a kind knowledge that I cannot turn you ought to try.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coombs England Power Co.
in Rcckland.
around and go back.
the Ocean Rolls No More' by G. have moved to the Vangelli rent
neighbor,
devoted
wife
and
mother,
How about an afternoon or an pour over the top. Bake, covered,
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Simpson of
A .speaking contest was held Ernest Arey, accompanist. Miss
As
a
matter
of
fact
I
wouldn't
she
will
be
greatly
missed
in
the
on Church street.
evening at the library skimming in a hot oven (400 degrees F i from
North Haven have been in town,
Thursday and Friday at the High Louise Burgess; humorous reading.
want
to
go
back
anyway
but
I
community
and
by
a
large
circle
Albert Morey recently went to called by the death of Mr. Simp
through the women’s magazines 45 minutes to 1 hour. Uncover to
E-hocl Assembly.
“The Woman and1 the Dentist.” Boston for employment. Mrs. son’s mother.
of friends. She was a mem'oer of would like to sit down and rest a you don’t subscribe to and perusing allow to brown during last 15
Tiie Buttei flies met Saturday Cora Peterson; a .sketch by mem Morey is staying with her grand
the Eastern Star and a splendid moment because I’ll have to admit the cook books you don’t own. and minutes of baking.
G. B. Noyes has been having ice
with Mrs. Maurice Leadbet.ter.
Grandmother's Cookies—One cup
bers of the choir; duet, "When mother Mrs. Fannie Cleveland.
tribute was shown by their pres that now a days I sometimes get a the new books about food or in
cut at the Burnt Land Pond this
At the Grand Army rooms Fri You and I were Young Maggie”
bit
tired.
shortening,
1 cup sugar, 1 teaspeon
ence at the funeral sendees which
Mr. and Mrs. H. Carlson have
terior decorating or bringing up
I
can
’
t
help
wondering
what
I'm
da'. night installation of Ladies of Ruth Carver, saxophone. Marilyn moved to the Adeline Gross rent week.
soda,
1
cup
Brer Rabbit Mclasses,
were held at the home Friday aft
cnildren? You might invest two
going
to
find
in
this
new
room
to
G A.R officers was held. Past Carver, piano; vocal solo by Har- on Russ Hill.
2
cups
bran,
’*i cup finely chopped
Mrs. Sarah C. Simpson
ernoon. Rcv. Horace Haskell offi
dollars in a new cook book of your
which
I
have
been
admitted.
It
Pn-.G»nt Mrs. Cora Peterson was i vey L. Coombs, “Davy Jones" with
nutmeats.
5
cups
Ceresota Flour, 1
ciating.
Mrs. Sarah (Chapin) Simpson,
Mrs. Nina Gross is recovering
own and find it packed witli in
doesn
’
t
worry
me
however
for
al

installing officer assisted by Mrs. piano accompaniment by Louise from a severe attack of grippe.
teaspoon
baking
powder,
tea
She is survived by her husband,
74, wife of John H. Simpson died
spiration or we can send you an
ways
before
the
darkness
has
lift

spoon
Sterling
Salt,
2
teaspoons
Oertrude Hall as conductress. The Burgess. Feet were then mea
assortment of smaller, free recipe
instantly last Tuesday of a heart John; one son, Irven E. of North
Mrs. Jasper Chapin is ill.
ni a officers are: President, Villa sured, F. L. Roberts, received the
Haven; one daughter, Mrs. Ida ed as I have progressed, and I have books on request that have new cinnamon, 1 teaspoon cloves,
Michael Masailo, band instruc attack at her home here.
found the surroundings familiar things you’ll want to try.
teaspoon ginger, 2-3 cup water.
Calderwood'; senior vice president, pnze for having the largest foot tor at Deer Isle will teach the
Although she had been in ailing Cripps of Christcbal, Canal Zone;
Blend shortening and sugar
Eleanor Conway; junior vice presi- and wearing the longest stocking. Stonington Band for the remaind health for some time her sudden four brothers, Jasper of Isle au and the way not too difficult to
If you're really bored with the
negotiate.
There
is
one
thing
I am
gradually.
Combine soda with
routine . . . “cabin fever" is the
By kindness of Charles L. Boman, er of the school year along with death came as a shock to the fam Haut, Willard and Oscar Chapin
pleased
about
and
that
is
this:
molasses
and
add to first mixture;
descriptive name a friend of ours
of Camden, Fred Chapin of Al
moving pictures were shown. The his duties at Deer Isle. B. Norman ily and friends.
I may not have had much to do uses . . . ycu might get a new per beat well Add bran and nut meats.
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR entire program was much enjoyed Dickinson will return for the Sum Mrs. Simpson was bern in Isle bany. Ore. two sisters, Mrs. Ida
with opening the door which let spective by thinking of women in Sift flour with baking pewder, salt
FEBRUARY 17-22
by the large audience. A buffet mer season.
au Haut. Oct. 23, 1836, daughter Maxey of Rcckland and Mrs. Lau
me
in here, but I took good care to
cinnamon, cloves and ginger and
Community Bldg., Rockland lunch was served by Ethel Mrs. Minerva Vennie is critically of Charles and Olive (Robinson) retta Wooster of Englewood, Calif., see that it wasn't closed behind other countries, their families, tlieir add
io creamed mixture alternately
possessions scattered; their com
Chapin, the oldest of a family of one grandson. Donald Cripps; and
More 1 un. .More Prizes, Mere Games Doughty. Arlene White, Lois Web ill at her Sand Beach home.
me. It's all clear behind me and fortable daily routine, which prob with water. Chill thoroughly. Roil
Than Ever Before
ster. Isabelle Calderwood and Lucy
Oscar and Willard Chapin of seven children. In 1835 she was several nieces and nephews.
you'd be surprised to know the ably bored them sometimes too, dough to about one-eighth inch
15-20 Coombs.
The flowers were many and
Camden were in town Friday to married to John Simpson and
amount of real pleasure I get in ended. That isn't meant as a ser thickness and cut with cookie cut
looking back down that long vista mon. We use it ourselves frequent ter. Place raisin or small amount
of open dcors through which I ly as a prod back to appreciation cf jelly in center if desired. Bak»
have already passed.
in moderately hot oven <400 de
6f life’s blessings.
That,
however,
is
only
half
the
grees
F.) for 10 minutes. Yield:
THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU
How would you like to have love
fun. The other half is looking ly new silver plated spoons in a Five dozen cookies.
ahead into the dark. I have a lot beautiful Vogue pattern at a small
MENU
of friends somewhere in this room cost to you* Here’s the story. For
Breakfast
ZV7Z// MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
although I can’t see them yet. a limited time, the makers of Kirk
Chilled Orange and
There are a lot of things that are man Borax Soap, the smooth gold
Pineapple Juice
still to be done in this new abode en bars of soap that foam up into
Maltex Waffles and
Of mine and already I have a few billowy white soap suds, will send
Maple Syrup
plans to make it an attractive and ycu three beautiful Vogue pattern
Coffee
useful place in which to live.
silver plated teaspoons if you will
Lunch
As long as my friend Time send five coupons from Kirkman
•Vegetables Lyonnaise
FLASH
thinks I’m worth bothering about, Borax Soap and 20 cents in stamps
Toasted Hamburg Buns
it wouldn't be right to let him and coin. Address your letter to
Piccalilli
FROM SUN VALLEY!
down.
G. H. R.
Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
"Grandmother’s Cookies
Evelyn Doman
Boston. The offer is limited and
’Pineapple Fizz
available for a short time only.
Dinner
SWANS
ISLAND
Figure-Skating Star
And do get in on the Land O’
The Methodist Ladies Aid met
•Spanish Casserole
Lakes cookie contest. In an effort
Friday with Luella Savage.
Mashed Potatoes
Breathtaking spins, spirals, jumps
to
assemble
some
really
fine
cookie
Fruit Salad
—there’s a thrill in every click of
Mrs. Myron Sprague spent the
recipes,
using
Land
O
’
Lakes
but

Amber Pie
her flashing blades. And afterwards
weekend with Irma Morse in Port
ter,
the
Land
O
’
Lakes
people
are
—“A Camel tastes so good — they
Coffee
land.
have so much more flavor,” says
offering cash prizes totalling $325
Recipes given.
Mrs. Jud Smith is in Rockland
Miss Doman. But more flavor is
—a first prize of $1CO Included in
for
a few days.
only one of the “extras” you get in
that. To enter the contest, send
slower-burning Camels.
Leila Stockbridge has recently an Indian Head girl cut from a NORTH HAVEN
Mis. Fred Howard of Portland
completed her course at the Maine wrapper from Land O' Lakes sweet
is
visiting her parents, Mr. and
General Hospital School of Nurs cream butter, with each cookie
Mrs.
Harry Whitmore.
ing and is now spending a few recipe and your name and address.
Mrs.
Ruth Novick of Akron. Ohio
weeks with her parents.
Send your entries to Marjorie Mills,
is
visiting
at the home of her
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Reed Yankee Network, Boston. The con
mother,
Mrs.
Pierce Tolman for a
ci Hall’s Quarry and Elmer Kent test closes Feb. 16.
brief
period.
of Manset were in town to attend
And if you will send one wrapper
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lipovsky
the John Kent funeral.
T
fiom any size package of Mueller’s
have returned home after a visit
Egg Noodles, spaghetti or maca
Mrs. Essie Joyce
with relatives in several places.
roni
to Marjorie Mills, Yankee
Mrs. Essie Joyce, 78, died last
Re-organlzing of the North
Tuesday after 10 days’ illness. She Network, Boston, Mass., we can Haven band was held Thursday at
will be greatly missed in the com send you the big Mueller's recipe K P. hall.
munity as she was very obliging book called “Menu Magic.’’
Mr. and Mrs. James Tabbutt ar
We can send you free other recipe
and active in all civic work.
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
rived home Wednesday after an
She leaves a son Chester R. books too. The Brer Rabbit recipe absence of several weeks.
brands tested—less than any of them — according
Joyce; a brother, Warren Staples, bock, the Good Luck recipe book, ; Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dyer were
three sisters,. Mrs. Rena Joyce, the Nestle folder of favorite choco ! overnight visitors in Rockland reto independent laboratory tests of the smoke itself
Mrs. Grace Johnson and Mrs. An late recipes, the G. Washington , cently.
drew Smim; and five grand Broth Aces booklet called “Quick | Irven Simpson is In Stonington,
o matter how much you smoke, all that you get from a
” a brightly illustrated fold
children. Funeral services were Tricks,
,
, called by the death cf his mother,
cigarette—all the flavor, mildness—you get it in the smoke
er
of
Maltex recipes m a card
conducted by Rev. Herbert Elwell.
.
,
.
,.
~
..
Mrs. Sadie Simpson,
itself. The smoke’s the thing!
recipe style, and Mrs. Knox 55John Kent
LIKE ANYONE WHO
Science has told you Camels are slower-burning. This slower
page book of Knox gelatine recipes,
John Kent, 73, died Thursday also the Knox Endurance leaflet. WASHINGTON
way of burning means more mildness, more coolness, more
SMOKES A GOOD DEAL,
after a long illness during which
“Knox County On Parade,” a
That’s a whole pocketful of riches
THE EXTRA MILDNESS IN
flavor in the smoke.
he was tenderly cared for by his that are yours with little effort colored motion picture will be at
SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS
Now, these new independent tests reported above—tests of
wife and daughter. He will be and almost for the asking. We'd Union High School Thursday. Feb.
IS IMPORTANT TO ME.
the brands that most of you probably smoke right now—drive
greatly missed in the community like you to take advantage of the 13, at 8 p. m—adv.
18-19
and church, as he regularly attend
home another advantage for you in slower-burning Camels—
AND THE FLAVOR

-GAZETTE WANT AD»
>RK WONDERS

INALHAVEN
ROCKLAND
EAMBOAT CO.
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then you know
that cutting a pretty figure is not as simple as
pretty Evelyn Doman makes it appear. Be
hind her seemingly effortless grace are hours
of hard practice.
She takes her skating seriously . - . her
smoking, too. ‘‘I smoke a good deal,” she ex
IK YOU SKATE AT ALL,

plains.’ “The slower-burning cigarette—Camel
—gives me the extra mildness I want.”
Slower-burning . . . costlier tobaccos. Yes,
slower-burning Camels give you a fuller
measure of flavor without the harsh effects of
excess heat... extra mildness, extra coolness,
extra flavor—and less nicotine tn the smoke.

BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the average of the 4 other largestselling brands tested—slower than any of them—Camels also give you a
smoking plug equal, on the average, to 5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!

CAMEL

SLOWEK-BURMN&
C/GARE7TE

THE

SMOKE’S
THE

thing!

ed services when his health per

mitted.
He leaves besides his wife, one
daughter, Mrs. Frank Lyddie of
Rockland; one brother Samuel
Kent; and two grandchildren.
Services were conducted Satur
day by Rev. Herbert Elwell. There
were many beautiful (floral offer
ings.
beautiful expressing the high es
teem in which she was held. The
bearers were: Charles Crockett,
Lyman Stinson. Harvey Candage.
Herbert Warren, Theodore Boyce.
Tilden Sawyer. Interment was in
Evergreen cemetery.
Besides relatives from out of
town to attend the fur.eral. was
Mrs. Bertha Gerrish of Rcckland.
A so nwho bears the title, ’Junior"
drops lt after the death of the
father whose name he bears.

HEAT YOUR HOME THE fASY WAY

• ‘blue coal’ ia the cream of
Pennsylvania anthracite — care
fully prepared to give clean,
trouble-free, money-saving heat in
every room.Order a aupply today.

ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Telephone 72
GOLD ONLY BY AUTHORIZED blue COal* DEALERS
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In Memoriam
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The Board of Trade will meet
Wednesday night at the Knox hotel
with dinner at 6.30.
Robert Bums of Friendship
passed the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Ellis Young.
The W.C.T.U. is having a public
supper Friday at 6 o'clock at the
Baptist Church. Mrs. Maude Web
ber, Mrs. Eleanor Clark and Mrs.
Ora Woodcock comprise the com
mittee and following the supper a
program will be presented by Rex.
and Mrs. C. V. Overman of Rock
port.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Macdon-r
aid of Belfast were guests Satur
day of Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge
Grafton.
A rehearsal of the officers of
Mayflower Temple, P. S., will be
held Wednesday at 7 o'clock sharp.
Mrs. Carrie Wallace is visiting
Mrs. Fred Libby in Portland.
Edgar Libby has returned after
a visit to Boston.
James Creighton came home from
Hebron Academy to spend the
weekend with his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. N. F Andrews.
Hope

Farrington,

Miss

Joyce Clark, Leslie Clark and Ger
ald Rennell of Portland were visi
tors Sunday at the home of Mrs.
Clifford Clark.
Mrs. Agnes Boynton and her
brother Wiliam McNamara, who
have been guests of "Mrs. Martha
Carter and Miss Mary MacPhail,
are in Boston for a visit.
Officers of Grace Chapter, OE.S.
will meet tonight for rehearsal at
7 o'cock.
Willis Thompson of Portsmouth,
spent the weekend at his home
here.
Installation of officers of May
flower Temple, P. S. will be held
Friday at 8 o'clock. A program will
be followed by dancing and refresh
ments. Each member is privileged
to invite one guest.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Rowell
entertained members and guests of
the Rook Club Saturday night.
Prizes for high scores were award
ed Mrs. Weston Young and Albert
Anderson and for low, Mrs. W. G.
Maloney and Warren Knights.
Others present were Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Cole of Rockland, Mrs. An
derson. Mrs. Knights, Mr. Young
and Mr. Maloney.

HOPE
Alford Lake 4-H Club met Sat
urday at the home of the leader,
Mrs. Lura Norwood. It was voted
that Earl R. Norwood, Jr., be ap
pointed to procure caneing. Coun
ty Agent Ralph Wentworth gave
an instructive talk on “Chick
Raising and Gardening.” The next
meeting will be Friday.—By Ruth
Norwood, club reporter.
“Knox County On Parade," a
colored motion picture will be at
Union High School Thursday, Feb.
13, at 8 p. m.—adv.
18-19

The marked increase in the
American civllia nand military
population of the Canal Zone has
caused a housing shortage in Pan
ama.

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
FEBRUARY 17-22
Community Bldg., Rockland
More Fun. More Prizes, More Games
Than Ever Before

15-20

LONG WEARING

EASY WRINGING
The Fuller Wet Mop'is
made of highly absor
bent cotton yarn. It takes
up water and dirt in
stantly without streaking,
and because of its design
is easy to use and wring.
This great mop takes the
hard work out of floor
washing.

SPECIAL
NEW YEAR PRICE A
WITH
HAHtftt

Call or
Phono today

FLORIAN CLARK
Local Dealer
93 limerock St. Tel. 431-W

$y Gladys St. Clair Heistad

Maurice Miller, who has been
employed as undertaker for sev
Dr. Albert Einstein, famous day a woman sympathized with eral weeks at Monroe, has retumed
physcist. exchanged his blackboard the obviously sightless boy. Ter home.
for his violin recently to join with rified. the boy cried cut for his
At the weekly meeting of Fred
Gaby Casadesus in a program of mother. As she came to him, he A. Norwood W. R. C. to be held
violin andi piano sonatas at the ran toward1 her, asking: “Mother, Friday night the degrees will be
Present Day Club in Princeton, N. what's wrong with me? Why is conferred on tw’o candidates. A
J„ the proceeds of the concert go the lady sorry’ for me?"
program will be presented in Joint
• • * *
ing to the American Friends Serv
observance of Valentine Day and
ice Committee for refugee children
From the Etude of February, Lincolns Birthday, and a baked
in England. Mrs. Casadesus is the 1911:
bean supper will be served at the
wife of the French pianist-com
“Hariet Wares cantata “Sir close.
Those not solicited are
poser, Robert Casadesus.
Oluf,” was recently produced in asked to furnish pastry. Al offi
• • * *
New York at a meeting oif the Ru cer^ are requested to be present.
binstein Club. The audience was
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad were
It
is
still
Winter,
snow
is
on
the
The late Mrs. Lucy Cole Simmons
ground, and: winds are chi'll. Yet very appreciative of this new work in Augusta Sunday, guests of Mr.
Lucy Cole Simmons, who fell already our thoughts are turning of an American woman composer ” and Mrs. Trygve Heistad.
asleep in Southington, Conn., two to National M’.isic Week, which I “Mrs. Edward MaoDowell is giv
Miss Constance Lane received
years ago at the home of her son, opens the first Sunday in May. In ing lecture recitals upon her late injuries to her knee in the WaldoDr Eric M. Simmons, was the sec a letter from C. M. Tremaine, Sec ! husband’s life and works, The boro-Rockport basketball game
ond daughter of Henry and Dru- retary of the National Music Week lectures
with Friday night at the Town Hall
are
illustrated
cilla Cole of Hope and the wife of Committee, information is given . stereopticon views and Mrs. Mac- gymnasium, which it is expected
Charles A. Simmons of Union, where that one day of National Music Dowell plays several of her late will confine her to her home for
most of her life was spent. She left Week will be set aside as Inter- ' husband’s compositions. She is de several days.
another son, Henry, six grandchil American Music Day, when the scribed as being an excellent pian
Mrs. Alice Marston will be in
dren, and a sister, Mrs. G. A. Kleene music of Latin America will be ist.”
charge of the banquet which will
of Hartford, Conn. She survived given first place. This will be a
“Nordica says she is not singing be served tonight by the Trytohelp
her husband, her second son, Ken significant and valuable step to ex with the Metropolitan Opera Com Club in connection with their
neth, also her mother, whom she tend the spirit of friendship among pany this year because she has not Valentine party and Gentlemen’s
had cared for so tenderly in her de all the nations of North, Central been invited. She is a little sore Night. She will be assisted by Mrs.
clining years. Though her own and South America. This decision over the fact that so few Ameri Edith Overlock and Mrs. Viola
health was impaired, she bore these has won the approval of President can singers have been chosen to Spear, with Mrs. Wilma Rhodes,
losses with fortitude.
Roosevelt, who says in his letter perform in “The Girl of the Gold Mrs. Mae Butler and Mrs. Lida
As a child she was of a shy and of Dec. 16, 1940, to Mr. Tremaine; en West’.”
Champney in charge of table deco
retiring nature and had a great
“The decision of your commit • “The operatic sensation of the rations. A program under the di
aptitude for housewifery and the tee to set aside one day of Na year, in America, is unquestionably rection of Mrs. Helen Overman
manual arts. Later she attended tional Music Week as Inter- Puccini’s ‘Girl of the Golden West', and Mrs. Hazel Cain will feature a
Castine Normal School and won American Music Day is indeed founded upon the picturesque playlet “Silence Please” in which
high praise as a teacher but be gratifying to those of us who have melodrama toy David Belasco. In the various characters will be rep
cause of her early marriage did not been so keenly interested in bring New York the receipts for the first resented by Mrs. Overman, Miss
remain long in the profession. She ing about a deeper understanding performance were quoted by the Edith Wall, Mrs. Alice Marston and
might have become a musician for between the people of the Ameri different papers from $24,000 to Mrs. Evelyn Cunningham.
with but little Instruction she cas. I believe that Inter-Ameri $35,000. The rates for admission
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Cunning
played very well.
can Music Day will make a real were doubled. Over 4,000 copies ham of Whitefield were visitors
Her quick, direct mind, her re
contribution toward this end and of the score were sold toy one music Sunday at the home of their son
sponsiveness and absolute integrity
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
encourage the study cf the hemi house, it is reported."
in every relation brought her many
Mrs. George Cunningham.
sphere’s rich and varied cultural
friends who will always cherish her
Raymond Gram Swing, one of
Troop 214 Boy Scouts accom
heritage in the field of music. In
memory.
A. C. K.
so doing you are serving the cause the ablest radio commentators, is panied by their leaders, Earle
and ideals of democracy through an able musician, having studied Deane and Maurice Miller, were
MONHEGAN
out the Americas in these critical at the Oberlin College Conserva special guests at the 11 o'clock
Dwight Stanley and Lewis Daj' times.”
tory of Music. Contrary to his service Sunday at the Baptist
went to Friendship this week in
name,
however. Mr. Swing does not Church, attending in a body. The
This early notice will give
the latter’s boat, to pick up trap schools, churches, clubs and other write “swing,” but prefers to com pastor, Rev. C Vaughn Overman,
material. They found a quantity of organizations ample time to work pose more serious music. His com who i'j also Scoutmaster, preached
ice in the Friendship harbor terri out a program for Inter-American position “Fantasia Quasi Una a helpful sermon from the Scout
tory.
Music Day to augment other ipro- Sonata,” for violin and piano, is motto, “Be Prepared.” He reported
Mrs. Bessie Green received word grams they may wish to present soon to be published: by Broadcast that in the local Scout mobiliza
that her son George, a student of during National Music Week. It Music Inc., for use on the radio. tion Saturday night more than the
Thomaston High School, was ill with is unfortunate that the music clubs A concert singer recently used 50 percent membership require
laryngitis. His health is improving. have ceased functioning for the some of his songs in a New York ment responded to the call.
Capt. Leslie Davis went to Port season when National Music Week recital. Mr. and Mrs. Swing, jvhoJr The Methodist Women's Society
land for a few days’ vacation. He arrives, but it might be possible, have one son, are caring for an of Christian Service which has
even so, to have some sort of a English refugee boy. Their home been organized recently and which
returned to the island Thursday.
is near Canaan, Conn.
consists of all womens organiza
Adolph Mersfekfer has returned public concert given as an obser
• • • •
tions of the Church, will meet to
vance.
And
why
can't
the
com

from a visit in New York.
Boston will have its annual visit night at the vestry.
bined church choirs give an after
Capt. Earl Field made his weekly noon musicale as they did once from the Metropolitan Opera Com
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson were
trip to Boothbay in the Higgins
several years ago. All this is food pany this Spring, but not at the here from Portland Saturday for
smack Gull. He also went to Port for thought.
Boston Opera House. The produc-»' a bfief call at their heme on AmesClyde Saturday in his party boat
♦ ♦ ♦ *
tions will be housed, instead, in the bury Hill.
Sylvia, to bring Russell Davis, un
Mrs. Christie Whitney will be
One of the most delightful radlio Metropolitan Theatre, downtown.
dertaker, to the island.
It
is
pointed
out
that
the
Theatre
hostess
to the Baptist Ladies’
artists is Alec Templeton, blind
Until the rainstorm Friday, the Welsh pianist. His is a most sur has 1200 more seats than the opera Circle Wednesday afternoon at her
ice pond enticed many pair of fly prising and amazing personality. house, and that it will be possible home.
ing feet; skates flashing in the sun We recall that he has a marvelous therefore to offer a “more attrac
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Rich
light, with blue sky overhead and a musical background—degrees from tive" scale of prices. There will toe ards spent Sunday in Augusta as
protection of green spruces sur Worcester College, the Royal Acad the usual 13 performances, run guests of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
rounding the pond, breaking the emy of Music, the Royal College of ning from Thursday. March 27. to Carroll.
force of cold winds. Among the Music, all in England. Yet there Saturday. April 5. The detail as
Mrs. Russell Staples was tendered
gliders were Mr. and Mrs. Henley is an incongruous note in his mu to repertoire, sales of tickets, etc.. a surprise party Sunday night by
Day from Manana Station.
sical makeup—a touefi that prob have not been announced as yet. Miss Genie Staples at her apart
Miss Elva Brackett has been ill ably accounts for his unique ar
ment in Belfast. Among the guests
this week with the grippe. Colds tistry, his “tongue-in-the-cheek”
There is no authentic record of present were Mr. and Mrs. Mal
have been prevalent among the in attitude toward pcpular and seri the origin cT the office cf poet colm Daggett and son “Billy” of
habitants for the past three weeks. ous music alike.
laureate in England.
Rockland, Mrs. Webster Staples,
Fred Townsend retumed to the
He can play a classic with con
island Tuesday.
summate artistry, and in the next
Strand Theatre, Starts Wednesday—4 Days
Miss Betsy Pierce, daughter of Mr minute draw hilarious parallels be
“GONE WITH THE WIND”
and Mrs. Starr Pierce, is convalesc tween Johann Sebastian Bach and
Artie Shaw, Richard Wagner and
ing at Knox Hospital
Photographers wishing to get Rudy Vallee. Alec Templeton is
some good surf shots should have probably the prime practical joker
taken a sea voyage out to the island of his day. He has tricks innum
Saturday. Blue-green seas, topped erable in his bag of musical knowl
with churning white foam piled edge,. He has such sensitive fingers
high up on the headlands. Gull that he can determine a tune
Rock, 80 feet above sea level, was played by a music box by simply
completely covered at times; while running his finger tips over the
huge seas thundered against White music box roll. After doing this
Head, which is 150 feet above kea once, he can repeat the tune, note
level—sending salt spray nearly over for note, on the piano. His musi
the top. And wonder of wonders cal memory is phenomenal. One
the light was good! Usually a dull forgets that he is sightless as you
and overcast sky travels with such talk to him, and then hear him
play. He gives you the impression
a storm.
Harry' Richardson's duty these that the world to him, the world
days is water boy. He does a fine which he hears but does not see,
job at it. too—but for one thing— is a very merry place, indeed.
A while ago he wrote au article
he and the buckets just can't seem to
co-ordinate. But the best of friends about himself fcr the New York
Times. I am quoting in part:
must part.
“I found out very early in my
Starr Pierce is a patient at Knox
oareer that an atmosphtre of in
Hospital.
•
formality and good humor contrib
uted a great deal to the spirit of p.
Mystery Gift Checks Stop
The days of angelic blessing for musical program, end that if I
Vivien Leigh and Hattie McDaniel in “Gone with the Wind”
persons of Ava, Mo., this Ozark could make the audience laugh oc
mountain community, appear to be casionally they would be much
Most films have highlgihts on ler. He is. and gives his greatest
at an end. Not since May. 1940, more receptive to my more serious which to concentrate. “Gone with performance.
Technicolor even
has one of the puzzling “angel of
work.
This
led
finally
to
the
in

the
Wind
”
has
so
many
that
a
reenhances
his
amazing
personality,
Ava’’ checks been received. Ava
enjoyed national publicity during the clusion of an entire section of viewer is mentally handcuffed. It As for Vivien (Leigh, she emerges
first few months of the year when humorous material into my for is one supreme composite highlight as a star whose perfection as 6caropening the day’s mail was some mal piano repertoire. This material —the entire picture, from the im- lett is almost beyond belief. Not
thing like searching for gold in a is being constantly enlarged, so pressive presentation of the title, only is she an overnight star but
nugget-sprinkled creek bed. The that I am new able to alternate to the last pictorially inspiring the greatest film discovery of this
“angel" passed out more than $1,000 my light and serious work, per
fade-out. It is truly the greatest or any other year. She and Gable
by approximate reckoning to folks
mitting
my
audiences
to
relax
and
picture
ever made and. since it make Scarlett and Rhett so real
living in this community by way of
respond
to
whatever
I
am
doing
follows
so faithfully Margaret that cinema magic seems to turn
cashier’s checks. The mayor got
the last one in May. All efforts at the moment.”
Mitchell’s story of the Old South into life itself.
to probe behind the checks and dis
Did ycu knew’ that Templeton that one is left wondering how it | It is difficult to conceive of
cover the "angel's” identity have was brought up by his parents in was ever achieved, it must follow Olivia de Havilland ever giving a
failed. But it does look as though ignorance of his handicap? It was
that Miss Mitchell's story must be greater performance, so magnifithat nebulous individual may now
not
until
after
he
was
11
years
the Great American Novel.
j cent is she as Melanie. leslie JHowlive in Kansas City, all except one
The whole world felt that Clark ard' always is great totft. he's never
of the checks was purchased in Kan old that he found out that he Was
sas City.
different than other childreu. One Gable was the perfect Rhett But- 4 been greater than as Ashley.

The Friday Club will meet this
week, with Mrs. Addie Worthing,
Washington street and the reader
will be Mrs. Lloyd Sykes continuing
with “Maine Memories."
The St. Thomas Guild will serve
tea Wednesday at the Parish House.
All members of the Guild are in
vited.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid will
meet Wednesday at 2 o’clock with
Mrs. Grace Bemis.
Miss Joyce Pettapiece, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Harry Pettapiece,
celebrated her ninth birthday Sat
urday by entertaining a group of
friends at a formal dinner party.
The dining room was attractively
decorated in red, white and blue,
the centerpiece being blue carna
tions. Colored balloons added to
the color scheme. An afternoon of
games was enjoyed, prizes being
won in beano by seven of the
guests. Those present were Joyce
Pettapiece, Nancy Larsen, Grace
Lenfest, Sina Hansen, Barbara Rich,
Elizabeth Thurston, June Petta
piece, Sandra Thurston, Patricia
Kelley. Peggy Connelly, Mary Con
nelly, Jane Carter, Betty Pettapiece
and Joanne Larsen. Constance
Randolph of Waldoboro, Doris Hop
kins and Helen Stevenson of Cam
den were invited but were unable
to attend. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lar
sen of Bangor were accompanied by
Mrs. Charles Murray, grandmother
of the hostess, present at the party.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Atwood of
Augusta will be weekend guests of
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Pettapiece.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Montgom
ery spent the past week ln Bos
ton and New York. Hervey Allen
accompanied them as far as Boston.
The Monday Club met this week
with Mrs. Theresa Babb and a cleV'
erly planned paper was given on the
lives of Amelia Earhart Putnam and
Lincoln Ellsworth by Mrs. Laura
Ritterbush.
A State-wide Mobilization Meeting,
of the Boy Scoifts was held at the
“Y” Saturday night with 31 out of
35 being present with three leaders.
Business was discussed and Mr.
Patrick's program from the Port
land Station was enjoyed. Monday
night there was a regular meeting
of the Scouts and representatives
of the Maine Fish <fc Game Asso
ciation showed 1600 feet of pictures
showing the wild life in the State.
The Court of Honor will take place
Wednesday at which time the boys
will receive their badges. Percy
Keller, Rev. William Berger, Rev.
W. F. Brown, Adin Hopkins, Rich
ard Bond, William Kelley and
Charles Wood will be present at the
Court.
Pomona Grange Program

Every-Other-Day

Waldo Stage Attraction
Wednesday Only, Feb. 12

Move 90-Ton House

ft ft ft ft

Miss

Every-Other-Day'
When Dr. Irving W. Parsons, Ev
erett. Wash., physician, decided to
move from his 10-acre country es
tate at Intercity, he determined to
bring his home, “Irvington,” along,
too.
When Charles L. Pehling. Seattle
house mover, says his company will
“move anything, large or small,
inches or miles, on land or water,
he means it.
As a result, highway travelers and
residents of the vicinity witnessed
what is probably the largest house
moving operation ever attempted in
that locality.
The two-story house, weighing 90
tons, was hoisted on six house-mov
ing trucks, and moved slowly along
on 24 iron wheels—pushed by a pair
of 75-horsepower bull-dozers and
pulled by two large trucks.

coming ssa

$8$

Lcrnt Pine
imouRTAineEft

sorts of ine
WESTFRIKRS

The transient house moved an av

ou

erage of two miles a day along nine
miles of back roads and detours
between Intercity and Everett

when younng; Alice Kinney and
Ruth Sheldon, both grandchildren;
Elsie Norton of Wessaweskeag
Grange gave a solo; stunt under the
direction of Mrs. Louise Dunbar en
titled “The Easter Parade,” and
closing song, “Abide With Me.”
The next Pomona meeting will
be with the Wessaweskeag Grange
at South Thomaston at which time
Prof. Edward Dow of University of
Maine will be the speaker. The
Megunticock Grange will meet
Wednesday night and enjoy a Val
entine's party.
Camden Girls Went to Bangor

Thirteen girls of the Bowling
League went Saturday to Bangor to j
meet the Bar Harbor League. A !
fine match was bowled and the
Bar Harbor girls were excellent
sports and won by 136 pins. A re
turn match is scheduled for Cam
den in the near future. The scores
were:
Camden

Olive Weaver .......
Ethel Savage ........
Dora Packard ....
Evelyn Mayhew ......
Gertrude Morrow
Eleanor Hansen i....
Doris Thomas ......
Dorothy Dexter ....
Gertrude Dority ..
Ruth Ayers ..........

77
94
81
71
81
79
TO
93
84
74

87
85
81
89
70
83
83
88
89
73
Sarah Bagley ....... <2 88
Beulah Redman .. 80 84
Harriet Marshall 117 76
Bar Harbor

99—263
79—258
93—255
107—267
78—229
80—242
93—251
72—253
83—256
77—224
69—229
86—250
78-271
1734

Stars of Radio’s Hillbilly Jam
boree. coming to Waldo Theatre,
Waldoboro, one night only, Feb. 12.
The act features the Lone Pine
Mountaineer with Betty Lou anil
the Sons of the Westerners. The
sereen attraction is “Men Against
the Sky," starring Richard Dix.
Single evening performance at 8.

ASH POINT
The Ladies’ Aid meets tonight
with Mrs. Carrie Nason.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredette, Mrs.
Linwood Dyer. Mrs. Evelyn Ross and
daughter Kay spent the weekend in
Waterville.
Donald Lewis, Elmer Small and
Robert z Harvey are employed by
Cleveland Sleeper, harvesting ice
Many from here attended "Knox
County On Parade” Friday night,
and were delighted with the show
ing, especially the picture of Owl s
Head lighthouse.
Robert Brown, student at Bowdoin
College, spent the weekend with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown.
Francis Dyer and William Foster
spent the weekend in Boston, and
on return were accompanied by Miss
Mary Foster, who has been em
ployed there.
The main topic of the day seems
to be the airport of which so much
is read, and there is a favorable
attitude among most inhabitants.
Mrs. Ella Hare ls improved after
her recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Nelson of New
York are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Blom.
Miss Dorothy Fogg has returned
from Knox Hospital, where she un
derwent an appendectomy.
There was an excellent attend
ance at the Sunday school, which is
progressing under the leadership of
Mrs. Helen Harvey. A prize has
been offered fcr perfect attendance.
Mrs. Helen Ilvonen, who has been
a patiene at Knox Hospital, has re
turned home much improved.

M 94 90—281
84 80 84—248
82 88 78—248
92 94 90—276
79 83 85—247
75 74 83—232
103 83 108—294
93 86 84—263
81 105 87—273
96 89 97—282
69 80 74—223
98 90 103—291
67 80 79—226
The military Order of the Pur
1852
The Lilies bowled McKinney's ple Heart was founded by George
team at Community Building Mon Washington at New burgh. N. Y.,
day night.
Aug. 7, 1782.

Holt ....................
Coffin .................
Wescott ....
Rodick ......
Kimball ...............
Stanyan .............
McLain ...............
Wasgatt
........... 9
Gross ...................
Butler ..................
Weast .................
Jacobs
...............
Fields .................

Mrs. Edson Spear an
limenna Watts of Tho:
guests over the weekeni
Mrs. S. P- Wadswort
street, Portland.
Baraca Class will nu
day night at 7 30, in tli
Church parlors. Mrs. 1
wood will have charge
gram, and Lincoln’s
be observed.

Mr. and Mrs. Rus:
on a wedding trip to Br
stopping enroute in Ci

GIVE

CHOCOLrl I

25c, 50c, $1 .OC

WALMSLl
DRUG STO
Opp Knox County

Wf
WIT

A meeting of the Limerock Valley
Pomona Grange was held Saturday
at Megunticook Orange hall with AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY
140 present.
“GRAPES OF WRATH” SELECTED AS THE BEST PICTURE OF 1919
The business session was followed
by a program consisting of: Address
of welcome by Worthy Master of
host Grange, May Young; response
by worthy master of Wessaweskeag
Grange, Earl Radcliff; song by the
Grange “America, The Beautiful”
directed by Supt. Charles E. Lord;
talk on “Have Faith In America” by
Capt. Ralph J. Pollard of Waldo
boro; vocal duet by Emma Kinney
and Leola Robinson; reading by
Worthy Chaplain Eunice Morse;
skit by Henry Payson; (ftiilt exhibi
tion and talk by Mary Nash; dance
by Miss Jackson, dancing teacher
from New York; closing song “Drink
To Me Only With Thine Eyes."
The program was followed by a
Pomona Feast. At the evening ses
sion, the Fifth Degree was worked
cn a group of candidates with a
program following: Opening song,
“Jingle Bells;’’ greeting by Past Po
mona Master Harold H. Nash; pag
eant under the direction of Mary
Nash who played grandmother;
William Daucette as Granpa as a
youth; Edith Sheldon, grandma
Connie, Rosasharn. Casy, the preacher, and Tom as they are portrayed
by Eddie Quillan, Doris Bowdon, John Carradine and Henry Fonda, re

Mrs. Edith Marr and daughter spectively, in Darryl F. Zanucks production of “The Grapes of Wrath,”
Judith,Mir. andi'Mirs. Herman'Curtis, John Steinbeck’s sensational best-seller.
sons Jay and George, Mr. and Mrs/
Elmer Staples all of Searsport;Frances Staples, Kenneth Marrioer of Belfast, Mr. and, Mrs. How
ard Small and Mr. and Mrs. Rus
sell Staples of Rockport. A large
and beautifully decorated birth
day cake was presented the guest
of honor as well as many nice
gifts.
The visiting girls and the local
boys were the winners in the
basketball game Friday night at
You can be confident of quality
Town Hall gymnasium played be
when you buy D& II Anthracite.
tween Waldoboro and Rockport
Burning
It is a branded coal and every
High School teams. The girls’
game was particularly interesting
ton is guaranteed. Unusual
with the Rockport team leading
purity gives you extra heat.. .
in the first quarter. However losing
heat that keeps the right tem
the playing of one of its mem
Anthracite
bers who on account cf injury was
perature in your home—always.
obliged to retire from the game,
CALL 487
the home girls weakened to some
extent, with a resulting score of
M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
46-30 in favor of Waldoboro. The

D&H

boys' game was a bit more one

sided with Rockport in the lead
practically all the time and win
ning with a score 45-35.
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A Chamber ot Commerce tea. will
be held Thursday from 3 to 5
o'clock, at the home of Mrs. Ken
nedy Crane, 19 Beech street. Wives
of members are urged to attend,
and a special invitation is extend
ed to teachers in the city schools.
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The Catholic Women's Club will
hoM a Valentine social Thursday
night, in the basement of St. Ber
nard's Church, to which all mem
bers are invited. Refreshments
will be served, and many interest
The Sons of Veterans extend an ing games will be played, with
invitation to all patriotic societies prizes for each game. Mrs. Daniel
to attend the exercises and en Gatti and Mrs. John Burgess are
tertainment at Grand Army hall co-chairmen, assisted by Miss
Wednesday night—Lincoln's Birth- j Louise Harrington. Mrs. George
day.
Phillips, Sr., Mrs. John Welch,
Monday Niters met at the home Mrs. Willis Anderson. Mrs. George
of Mrs. Cecil Murphy last night, Phillips, Jr.. Mrs. John Thompson.
with prizes going to Mrs. Clarenqa Mrs. Carl Simmons and Mrs. John
Knowlton. Mrs. William Hooper. Ranlett.

Mrs. George W. Gay, who has
been confined to her home on Main
street, suffering from the effects
Of a recent fall, is now able to be
out.

Mr. and Mrs. Osgood Gilbert.
Miss Agnes Johnson and Mrs. Jane
Crouse spent the weekend in Bos
ton. attending the Sportsmen's
show

CUMMINGS-ACHORN

This And That

Mrs. Charles L. Strout of Bruns
wick was the weekend guest of her
Clinton Barbour, William Koster
mother, Mrs. Ellen Barrows and
' and Leland Trask were given a
sister, Mrs. Maude Barrows, coming
i triple birthday party Sunday night
for the observation of her mother’s
at the Koster home on Broad
86th birthday anniversary. Mrs.
street by the members of the fam
Barrows received many nice gifts,
By K. S. P.
ily. These were Mr. and Mrs. Em
flowers, fruit, candy, two birthday
ery Barbour, Mr. and Mrs. May
cakes and cards. Her brother, Or
Thc really essential attribute to
nard Herrick, Mr. and Mrs. Shirley
rin Black and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Barbcur. Mrs. William Koster, Mrs.
Black and family, all of Waldoboro, a character that attains heights is
courage, cleanliness of mind and
Clinton Barbour. Mrs. Leiand Mrs. Forest Hatch and Mrs. O. B.
Miss Geraldine Sprague of the also called cn her during the day.
devotion to God and his fellow
Trask, Misses Barbara, Lucille and Brown, consolation to Mrs. Mil Gilbert Beauty Salon underwent
Janice Koster and Miss Cynthia dred Achorn and door prize to a surgical operation this morning
A public supper will be given in men.
Mrs. Xooper. The meeting next
• • • •
Barbour.
St.
Peter's Undercroft Saturday
week will be at the home of Mrs. at Knox Hospital.
The output cn the new models
from 5 to 7 o'clock with Miss Ruth
of electric clocks for this year has
Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow Austin Huntley.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will Harringtcn the chairman.
reached the high sum of 10,070.are in Brookline, Mass., called by
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Decrow of have an all-day session Thursday,
Mrs. Gregory Wynne who has 660 and still they make diem. They
ylS. Edson Spear and Miss WilMiss Marion Bond was given a the serious illness of Com. Snow's Bar Harbor were the weekend with quilt tacking in the morning
been
attending the Hairdressers mostly have the alarm to be set
,-nenna Watts of Thomaston were birthday party Sunday afternoon , mother.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cook. and public beano, the first in a
Convention
in Boston and visiting if desired. Think of millions of
guests ever the weekend of Mr. and by her great grandmother, Mrs.
series of five parties, at 2.15 with
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Herrick
relatives
and
friends in New York alarms at dawn. How lovely if
yrs S P. Wadsworth, 22 Park Celia Hamilton at 23 Jefferson
Friday Feb. 7 at 4 p. an. a second Mrs. Winnifred Butler chairman.
cf
Swan
’
s
Island
are
at
The
Lauand
New
Jersey,
has returned they could be tuned into chimes
street, Portland.
street to celebrate her 12th birth
meeting of the Disaster Relief and Circle supper, Mrs. Maude Cables
riette for a month's vacation.
home,
accompanied
by her sister- and heard around the world to
day. Friends attending were Irene
Preparedness Committee of the in charge, will be served at 6
in-law
Mrs.
Raymond
Corby of sweeten the hearts of those who
Baraca Class will meet Wednes Roy, Elizabeth Haskell, Dorothy,
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels and Mrs. Knox County Red Cross was held, o'clock, followed by a business ses Denville, N. J. who will be her guest have given over to hate.
day night at 7 30, in the Methodist Lucille, Patricia Ann and Helen
Sheiman Daniels entertained Fri ganize itself more in detail and to sion at 7.30. The program will for a time.
• * • *
Church parlors. Mrs. Ruth Elling- May Holbrook, Marion and Mary
day afternoon at luncheon and This committee proceeded to or honor Lincoln and Washington.
There comes to mind an old
,ood will have charge of the pro Huntley. Joyce Bond, David Libby,
bridge, at the former’s Talbot ave ganize itself more in detail and to AU who can are urged to attend
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel enter- French proverb. “He who excuses
gram. and Lincoln's birthday will Walter and Richard Griffin.
adopt
policies
and
measures
for
a
the all-day session.
nue home. Awards in contract went
taind Saturday night, at their himself accuses himself.” England
be observed.
to Mrs. Earle Gowell, Mrs. John M. prompt and oomplete study of the
home on West Meadow road. makes no excuses but France has
situation.
A
time
limit
of
30
days
The Silver Link circle meeting
Mrs. Forest Pinkerton is making Poinercy, Miss Carrie Fields, Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Russell Gist are excellent recovery from surgical Horatio C. Cowan, Mrs. Theodore was adopted, since it was the sense that was to be tomorrow at Mrs. Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Harry been pretty full of excuses and
or.n a wedding trip to Brandon, Iowa treatment at Knox Hospital and Bird and Mrs. Robert M. Allen. of the committee that proper or Jennie Feyler’s will be postponed Levenseler, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Germany is slopping over with
Baxter, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bow them. Will the world ever for
stopping enroute in Chicago.
will welcome visiters.
Other guests were Mrs. Albert El ganization could hardly be accom because of iUness.
ley, Mr. and Mrs. George Hallowell give what Germany has done to
liot of Thomaston, Mrs. Irving plished In less time The commit
At a meeting of Nurses Alumnae and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Farrand. put humanity back into the dark
The next regular meeting of Tuttle of Union. Mrs. Lincoln E. tee ls ready to go into action at
once,
if
necessary,
however.
“
Knox
Association Wednesday night at Honors in bridge went to Mr. Far ages? The best of What is left of
Junior Rubinstein Club has been McRae, Mrs. Dana S. Newman, Mirs.
rand, Mrs. Bowley, Mr. Baxter and human creatures will always hold
postponed, because of school activi Frederick Bird, Mrs. Rupert L. County is to be congratulated that Bok Home for Nurses at 7.30, Miss
Mrs. Hallowell. A special prize high in their hearts the marvel
ties. A special meeting will be held Stratton, Mrs. Gilmore W. Soule, such able, energetic men are mak Ellen Daly will be guest speaker at
was given to Mrs. Levenseler in ous courage and staunch charac
Feb. 17, at the home of Miss Doro Mrs. Donald Leigh, Mrs. Edwin L. ing plans for its service in case of the business meeting, following
observance of her birthday anni ter of the undivided British na
thy Lawry.
Scarlott, Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, disaster,” says Chairman Rice. More which colored pictures be shown by
versary. Luncheon was served.
detailed
information
will
be
given
tion in their standard for life and
Wilbur
Senter.
Jr., Mrs. Everett Munsey, Mrs. Wil
out
when
the
committee
feels
sat

what free life means to the think
bur F. Senter, Mrs. Donald C.
John
Alexander
and
Leon
Small
isfied
that
its
plans
are
definitely
The
Shakespeare
Society
was
ing
world.
Leach, Mrs. Thomas C. Stone, Mrs.
EASTER
• • • •
of
Grand
Manan,
N.
B.
were
re

crystallized.
entertained
last
night
at
the
home
John A. Black, Mrs. Henry Clukey,
—AT—
of Mrs. Joseph Emery, with 23 cent guests at the home of Mr.
If only 40 more people had
Mrs. John H. McLoon and Mrs. J.
Taunto Anderson of Washington members present.
and
Mrs.
George
Huntley,
Lime

Mrs.
David
bought
fishing licenses in Maine
CLARK’S FLOWER SHOP Donald Coughlin.
was fined in Municipal Court yes Beach was the able leader, and rock street.
in 1940 the total would read 44,terday 835.40 on two charges, for A Winter’s Tale were read, with
Violets, Easter Bouquets,
444. So says State Chat.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bowley, Mr.
driving an unregistered car and the first three scenes of Act 4 of
• * * *
Corsages,
Novelties
25c, 50c, $1.00, $1.50
Get direct driving without an operator’s Mrs. Henry B. Bird, Miss Ellen and Mrs. Harold Snowman and
Germany claims 107,000,000 peo
relief from
75c, $1.00, $1.50 and up
discomforts.. .rub license. Gerald Wooster, also of Cochran, Mrs. William Ellingwood, Miss Virginia Post motored to ple under German administration.
WALMSLEY
throat, chest, back Washington, charged with driving
Rumford Sunday, to attend the
• • • •
with clinic-tested without a license, was fined 87.70. Miss Alice Erskine and Miss Annie Winter 'Carnival.
DRUG STORE
CLARK’S FLOWER SHOP
Frost taking part. A paper on "The
On my way down to the office,
Opp Knox County Trust Co.
The arrests were made by State Flowers, Songs and Wares in Act
338 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
VICKS
VAPORUB
the
children’s hour at the Library
18*19
The W.C.T.U. met Friday with
Patrolman Harold L. Mitchell.
4" was presented by Mrs. Nettie
was
over and they were out i t
Mrs. Etta Stoddard. A program on
Frost, who iUustrated her paper
glee.
One little fellow was heard
narcotics was presented by Miss
with several original Shakespear
to
call
to his mates, "Wasn't she
Ada Young. A very informative
ean songs from “A Winter's Tale.”
just
good
this morning. I like her
article on narcotics by Bertha
Mrs. Arthur L. Orne read a "Sum
Rachel Palmer in the Union Signal a lot, don’t you?"
mary of Act 4 and its Important
“You bet!” said the bunch.
was read by Mrs. Stoddard. An
* * * •
Points'* written by Mrs. J. Donald article on “The Narcotic Racket
Coughlin, and Mrs. Beach gave a and the Public's Responsibility” by
Now comes to Maine to succeed
sketch on “The People for whom Twaino Michelsen of the San Fran- Bishop Benjamin Brewster who
Shakespeare Wrote” by Charles ciso Municipal Court was read by died Feb. 2, the Rev. Oliver Lor
Dudley Warner. Notes on "Time, Mrs. Susie Lamb, followed by dis ing, 37-year old rector of Orace
The Chorus” by Kittredge and cussion. Miss Alena Young gave Episcopal Church of New Bedford,
White, were read) by Mrs. Jerome an interesting account of the his Mass. This young bishop was born
Burrows and Mrs. Emery, and ques- tory of marihuana. Others taking in Newtonville and ordained in
, tions were asked by Mrs. Beach. part were Mrs. Kate Brann, Mrs. 1931. He will bring all his youthful
The next meeting will be Feb. 24, Nellie Magune. What is knewn as enthusiasm and brilliant personal
with Mrs. John Pomeroy hostess. the Harrison Act, 1914, for the con ity into a welcoming and large
Mrs. Glen Lawrence wiU be lead trol and regulation of narcotic church membership in Maine.
• • * •
er, and Mrs. Harriet Frost will drugs, has done much to curb the
present a paper on “Act 4 is the use of dangerous drugs, but there
Germany is salvaging all her old
WITH THIS BIG 1941
Greatest Shakespeare Ever Wrote.” is need of stricter enforcement. tin cans. She has found that the
Uniform Narcotic Act has been tin-less ones are not any good for
. MY BUDDY
adopted by all but seven states in general use and is quick to salvage
TFor The Courier-Oazette |
ONLY
cluding Maine, which is hoped will whatever can be picked up.
Buddy sets his canvas up.
• • • •
pass it at present session of its leg
Applies his brush with skill.
Makes a pretty Valentine
Now it’s Pennsylvania's turn to
islature.
A
letter
from
the
State
For his sweetheart, Jill.
president, Mrs. Augusta Christy, have earthquakes and down that
Jill has lots of other beaux.
Cash
She's coquettish, very;
was read by thc chai man calling way the people are thrown out of
And she likes the picture not.
attention to bills to be enacted by bed and the cracks in the ground
Oh, but she's contrary.
the present legislature, asking huge.
Now If he could only see
810 HIGHER
• * ♦ •
How I love him so.
members to write their representa
WITH PUMP
Perhaps he'd paint an angel child
Who wrote the following:
And call lt me, his beau.
tives and senators against the
Said
a smile to a tear
Wouldn't she be jealous,
passing of a State lottery bill, also
BUDGET PLAN: $2.50 down
And fly Into a pine
On
the
cheek of my dear,
to vote for four bills tending to
To think I'd won the bestest boy
“
How
come
we, how come we,
For my Valentine.
Balance monthly
ward better enforcement cf the
K S F.
here?
”
Rockland.
liquor laws.
You’ll whisk out a snowy-white laundry in half the time and
• • * •

CAUGHT
COLD?

Washdays Shrink To
Minutes

Wash Clothes Electrically!
EASY WASHER
$

■I ■ TtOtOO JQQc woe me.*.*.*.*.*.

with half the effort when you start using a modern Electric

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday Saturday

Washer.

ends hours of old-fashioned “rub and scrub’* drudgery,
and leaves you fresh to enjoy new Monday leisure.
It

Roll a 1941 Electric Washer into your home laundry now.
You’ll save time and money as you revel in a lifetime of
pleasant washdays.

AN EASY IftONCR. TOO

;

Miss Mildred Marie Achorn,
daughter of Mrs. Marshie Achorn
and the late George A. Achorn,
South Main street, became the bride
of Alexander Donald Cummings, son
of Mrs. Mary Cummings of Machiasport. Thursday afternoon. The
wedding tock place at the Baptist
parsonage, with Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald reading the single ring
service.
The young couple were attended
by Miss Beverly Bowden as maid of
honor, and Edwin Brooks as best
man. The bride was charmingly
dressed ln black, with blue and gold
accessories.
Miss Bowden wore
black with white accessories.
Mr. and Mrs. Cummings left on
a short wedding trip, destination of
which was not announced. Mr.
Cummings is in the U. S. Coarst
Guard, and has been on the Cutter

Travis, but is now stationed at
Point Arlington. Mrs. Cummings
ls visiting friends at 14 Masonic
street and will join Mr. Cummings
at the end of the month in Boston,
where they will make their home.

Mrs. Elizabeth Murray is a sur
gical patient in Maine General Hos
pital in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike,
who are spending the Winter in St.
Petersurg, Fla., were entertained at
a chicken dinner Jan. 33 by Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. McMann, honoring their
52d wedding anniversary. A party
was held in the evening, which was
attended by the guests of Jefferson
Manor, of which the McManns are
host and hestess. Mr. and Mrs.
Thorndike were given a beautiful
Azalea plant.

Capt. and Mrs. Ernest F Ginn or
Portland were weekend guests of
Mrs. Ginn's brother and wife, Mr.
and Mis. Leland Blackington.
The Kiwar.is Charter Night, held
last night at Hotel Rockland, had
70 attending. The successful affair
was under the chairmanship of Mr.
and Mrs Lawrence Mi.ler, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur F lamb, Mr. and Mrs.
Francis D. Orne. Mr. and Mrs. Sher
man Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. J Don
ald Coughlin. Special guests were
Justice and Mrs. Raymond Fellows
of Bangor, Dr F. R. Carter of Au
gusta, Miss Elizabeth R. Ramig of
Clinton, Mass., and Dr. and Mrs.
Wesley N. Wasgatt, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur F. Senter and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank A. Tirrell. Francis D. Orne,
the new Club president, presided,
and the entertainment •included a
fine talk “Present Day Memories”
by Rev. William Berger of Camden,
and singing by quartet, Robert Rus
sell, James Flanagdn, Louis Cook,
and Sherman Daniels. Dancing was
enjoyed. An excellent banquet pre
ceded.
Out Of State Cars

California
Florida
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Minnesota
New Hampshire
New Jersey

New York
Ohio
Vermont
Wisconsin

Over 109 towns in the United COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
States have names that contain
FEBRUARY 17-22
the name of the national bird, the Community Bldg., Rockland
eagle.
More Fun, More Prizes, More Garnet
• • • •
Than Ever Before
Mexico City has many points of
15-20
interest in and near, especially the
western hemisphere wonder, and
that is the Pyramids erf TeotlhuaToday and Wednesday
can. They rise 200 feet and are
called the Pyramids of the Sun,
built 40 centuries ago and restored
to original proportions.
♦ • ♦ •

Doctor: “Nurse, it’s always your

For Fast, Pleasant Ironing

duty to try in every’ way possible to
keep your patients cheerful.”

A

1
m as they are portrayed
and Henry Fonda, re
nte Grapes of Wrath,"

RHETT
TAKES

Nurse: “But what shall I do. Doc
tor? Three of them have proposed
to me this very week.”

II US
AKMSI

Try to like people. It warms your
heart. Smile whenever you aee a
chance. It mellows your day. Love
your neighbors when this is pos
sible. It brings cheer to your com
munity. There is so much of hate
in the world today Ifs well to try
and bring all the joy in life one can.
• • • •
The idea of adult education for
those who still hold to ambition is
being furthered in many locktitles; j
and the State handicraft classes
through the Winter when many
men ar.d women have more time on
their hands to use ln this excellent
way, are being formed. The arts of

• ♦ • •

ONE WITH "WIND
fident of quality
Mfc II Anthracite.

coal and every
itecd. Unusual
u extra heat . . .

s I lie

right

tem-

ir home—always.

SCALE OF PRICES

COMPARE THIS WASHER, FEATURE FOR
FEATURE, WITH WASHERS SELLING FOR

Make your home laundry complete with an EASY
Electric Ironer! With it you sit down comfortably
and merely guide the clothes through, whtto the
Ironer does the hard work. Your washing ceases out
beautifully finished.

$84.95!
♦ Super-Safety Wringer. Twin Prewore Release Bar, In

stant Roll Stop, and Automatic Pressure Beset.
★ Giant. Family-Size, All-White Porcelain Tub kith Splashproof Rim.
★ Efficient Washing Ac
tion Cuts Washday
t
Working Hoars —
Curbs Clothes Wear.
A Bowl-Bottom Tub De
sign Speeds Up Wash
ing and
Drainage.
■ POWEI
Built - ln Sediment
trap.

CEHTI

TABLE-TOP MODEL

INK
MAMMY

ALL STORES

$AA6*

ONLY

TERMS: >2.50 down,
Balance monthly.

Matinee, Adults .......................

40c

Children (under 12) ..............

25c

Evenings, Al! Seats ........... —

55c

wood

TWO SHOWS DAILY—WEDNESDAY TO SATURDAY
INCLUSIVE
MATINEES AT 1.30; EVENINGS AT 7.30

HARD

COAL

rug

making

and

LAST TIMES TODAY
ERROL FLYNN
OLIVIA DE HAVULLAND

in
“SANTA FE TRAIL"

Thursday

weaving, pottery and metal work is
all worth much to the individual
who is willing to put forth an effort
and it is wished that all this might
be had in Rockland.
Visit Lucien K. Green it Son's
second floor. 16 School street. Odd
Fellows Block. City, for Furs. Puri

CoaLs and Cloth Coats, at moderate'
prices.

IA

working,

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

9-LT

©'»»

...

Every-Other-Day
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From An Old Friend

THE LYRIC MUSE

Dudley M. Holman Pays
Fine Tribute To This
Paper’s Long Time Editor

No Politics In It

North Haven Was Proud of This Drive

Corp. Chandler
Explains
_
-i
n
Why He Opposes Beer At
Army Posts

—

fi la »

To Editor W. O. Puller, retired,
there came yesterday a highly ap
preciative letter from one of his
Poems
of
Original
Composition
lcng time friends, Dudley M. Hol
By Subscribers
man. who for many years followed
Publication Limited to Brief
a journalistic career in Massachu
setts. Because of the excellent
the old violinist
thoughts which it contains and the
[For The Courier-Gazette]
graphic pen picture of contrast His wrinkled hand draws bow across
the strings
ing eras, lt is here published.
To play some long forgotten melody:
• • • •
A song perhaps he learned at Mother's
knee.
Quincy, Mass., Peb. 1st
And with a quavering voice the old
It is given to but a few to pass
man sings;
by the recollection that lt
the Biblical three score and ten Touched
brings.
years and when one goes a decade As faded eyes, quite dim, again can
see
and a half beyond that mark, lt ls The family circle as lt used to be
memory to which he
because Ood has given him work to A treasured
clings.
do that only he could do, and the Last dying notes seem lingering the
while
strength to d° *t.
Ar quietly he lays the bow aside.
Emerson said “Make yourself Then silence ls unbroken and a smile
on the Ups. as creeping shadows
necessary to somebody"—you have Bests hide
made yourself necessary to many AU but the firelight's flicker on his
boot;
by your pen, your life and your Now singer
and the violin are mute.
Bose B, Hupper
friendship, your ever ready sympa
Tenants Harbor.
thy, your high ideals which have
RRRR
found epression in every Issue of
TO MY VALENTINE
the paper you love, which we all
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
love and look forward to Its visits
Just the same old. Valentine.
Never fading, ever mine
as the coming of a friend.
AU through every happy year
As a child—away back In the days
Pleasing, beautiful and dear.
And I Snow 111 never tire
cf lcng ago we first met and as we
Of your message I admire.
Always thrilling, fresh and new.
grow older our friends In dear old
TeUlng tales of love so true.
Rockland were the same as they
Sweeter, fairer every day
With each other parsed away.
continue today. And as your life’s
Valentine of heartfelt truth
Tn anticipating youth.
wcrk comes to me regularly three
All experience of life.
times a week, it brings news of old
Toll, adversity and strife
Prove your love but more divine
friends, some sad because of their
Old but new sweetheart of mine.
passage, of others glad.some tidings
Allison M. Watts
Jamaica. Vt.
that they are still with us and do
RRRR
ing their part in this troubled
FOUND IN A BOOK
world. Two generations have come
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
and a third is on its way to young Within a worn old book I found a
flower—
manhood and womanhood.
Once a red rose—but, seeing lt again.
We have lived to see great mar It suddenly beianie a golden hour
two had wandered in an April
vels telegraph, telephone, cables When rain!
I
saw
a
youthful couple, felt the thrill
encircling the world, phonograph,
On hearing whispered words in the
radio and television. Out of the
deep hush
air come voices lrom Europe or Of twohillenraptured hearts; that windy
a canvas for Love's magic
Antarctica— IUttle America. Street Was then
brush.
cars have come and largely disap And now I cannot read the book; I
peared; the old wood burning loco
turn
eared pages to where the
motive has given way to Diesel The dog
flower lies- •
streamlined or the electric engines And. momentarily, flashing meteors
burn
One enjoys wonderful meals In din In searing memories, blinding tired
eyes!
ing cars- goes to sleep In luxurious How strange
this book, a small inani
mate thing
beds as the train rushes through
Could capture dreams that once made
the night. The automobile has
young hearts sing!
Nellie M. Ervine
well-nigh obliterated the horse on
Tenants Harbor.
our highways. We step into an
R R R R
airplane in Rockland this noon and
CO-ORDINATION
we eat cur breakfast in San Fran
[For The Courier-Gazette]
cisco tomorrow morning We trans Science as the test for power brings
of untold might.
fer to the Clipper and bathe In the Developings
"Ils the medium where we acquire
Knowledge that ls ours by right.
surf at Honolulu, the next night.
'the electric light has taken the Music and its co-ordination
Through the medium ot this art
place of the candle, the oil lamp Brings ua symphonies
enrapture both
and the gas light. We live in air- That
The mind and seeking heart.
conditioned hemes and while the Sound and color meet In harmony
thermometer registered many de Through creations of rich blend.
Nature ls the essence of unity
grees below zero, we bask In prac With her •witchery no end.
Exciting rarest tinges, as she
tically Summer weather. The brass Patterned
dally escapade to
warming pan of our grandmothers Meet the eye and ear and mind
In her colorful masquerade.
i, new relegated to the fireplace as
K. S F.
Rockland.
an ornament of a gone by day. In
stead of Round the World in
Eighty Days" as in the boyhood The Oil Marketeers
story of Jules Verne, it is now pos
sible in almost as many hours.
Independents Will Hold a
Time, distance have been practical
State Convention In
ly eliminated in our travel calcula
tions. You can pick up your phone
Portland March 6
in your own home and talk with
The extremes In serious business
friends on a trans-Atlantic liner
and
frivolity will be combined this
on a cruise off Rio de Janeiro as
easily as you can talk with your year at the State Convention of the
Maine Independent OQ Marketeers
neighbor next door.
Ail these things have come Into to be held In Portland, March 6.
practical use in the relative brief Roland A. Genthner, chairman of
i pan of your own life. We have no the Convention, stated that the
seasons so far as fruits and garden headquarters in the Falmouth Hotel
products are concerned—strawber is already receiving many requests
ries. melons, ripe tomatoes, carrots, for exhibition space from those
peas are all available in the markets who will show modern equipment.
Nationally known speakers will
an Rockland the year around.
bring
to the members, new ideas In
When I came to Rockland In 1864
merchandising
and advertising as
and you were nine years old,, there
well
as
teaching
a more economical
was no railroad. One came from
method
doing
business.
Experts who
Bcston ever the old Sanford Line
will
be
guests
will
explain
new
cf steamers. Dinner was served in
thoughts
in
dispensing
oils
and
the main cabin, lighted by chande
other
merchandise.
>
liers w.th glittering glass pendants,
The
forenoon
will
be
given
over
ladiar.ng all the hues of the ralnbcw. Tne light was kerosene. The to group meetings. At noon the
long table groaned with a wonder- main speakers will be heard during
l.:l variety of food. The state- lunch at the Falmouth HoteLAft1 coins were lighted by swinging ernoon and evening will be devoted
to equipment Inspection. At 7
whale oil lights.
p.
m. there will be a banquet and
The other way of reaching Rock
land was by stage from Augusta. I floor show, drawing of free awards
can hear the old coaches of Berry and surprise events. Gifts for mem
Brothers creaking through the bers will range from live pigs and
streets in the dark mornings pick- hens to costiy radio sets.
Because of limited facilities only
ii'g up passengers to go on the
300 wlU be permitted to attend the
boat to Bangor which would dock
banquet, although many more are
ct Atlantic Wharf.
The old sidewheeler, so dear to expected to attend the general
our memory, has gone and nothing session.
r.cw takes its place in the coastal 7 o'clock the next morning.
waters cf Maine but on the seas
And yet WlU, our life in New
are great ocean liners so large that
England flows on as usual. The
the old time coastwise steamers
little white meeting house on the
would look like jolly boats in com
iiill with its spire pointing upwards
parison with the Queen Elizabeth
to the stars still calls us to worship
of SS.OCC tons with a crew of 1400
as it did our fathers. The God of
all told.
our fathers stUl guides our dally
In 1871 they began surveying for
lives. The Stars and Stripes flies
the old Knox and Lincoln Railroad, from its pole in front of the little
giving Rockland its first rail con red schoolhouse. As the lamented
nection with the rest of New Eng McKinley once said, “God reigns
land. Now In the Summer you and the Government at Washington
leave New Ycrk at 7 o'clock In the
still lives.” Our children’s children
evening and arrive at Rockland at
are beginning to carry on, meeting
the—to us—changing conditions as
we have met those of our day and
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR generation.
To us has been grant- |
FEBRUARY 17-22
ed to Uve in these years replete i
Community Bldg., Rockland
with new experiences and new in
Mere Fun, More Prizes, More Gaines ventions that make for a more
Than Ever Before
comfortable, If not more enjoyable
15-20
life.

Dudley M. Holman

.’ j*

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Below is a letter sent me with
the request that it be printed in
the local paper. The only part I
have in this contraversy is in representing the published statements
• of the W.C.T.U., but if it will help
the cause of the boys who are trying to do a good work In a hard
place I am willing to lend my name
Clara Emery
Dear Mrs. Emery:
Since my letter was published
Dec. 28, 1940, there has been a lot
of comments on it.
There have been a few misunder-

“-------------

" *w’^'**'
-.-.. ..........
..........

r---ject of sale of Intoxicating liquor
at Army posts is from the Christian
side. As a Christian group we must
hold a high standard. If we don't
t-ake a stand against wrong
cannot expect to be called Christians. There is no political ang;e
to it, as someone has remarked
The Fort McKinley Bible Class
joins the other Christians in this
drive; but it 1s up to the public to
write to their respective Senators
and Representatives—and hurry
time ls short. 1 wish to thank
those who haVe already written and
received answers. What the class
can do may be small, but if we
can get 1116 People interested, that
wiU he,P a lot- The boys here
help whUe they are in the service.
are trying to Kct the churches
of Portland to help furnish entertalnment for the, boys while tliey
are
duty. Other cities near

standings I wish to clear at this Army garrisons have already formed

time. Our viewpoint on the sub- c^ut>s for the b°ys.
We are sorry for the hard feelings
that have originated from our
good man down.” Hats off to his stand against liquor. Of course, we
fighting spirit!
cannot all think alike, but we feel
When the members of this band that God is on our side, and f
began to leave to go to college the God be for us who can be against
back of a very promising band was us.”
We can still* use any Christian
broken and it gradually folded up
and ceased to be. Knowing the tal literature and we wish to thank
ent possessed and the progress made those who have already sent us
by this bunch of young musicians some.
Corporal James H. Chandler
I am sure that they were headed /or Battery E, 240th C. A.
the top. AU they needed was skill Fort McKinley
ful guidance, practice and time.
Did they have the solid backing
of the townspeople? A big, broad SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. W. C. Leavitt is visiting her
shouldered, full toned "yes” Is the
sister
Mrs. Hugh Pendexter and
answer. The band put on a showother
relatives
In Norway. Me
one night in Library hall and the
Mrs.
Mabel
Misspell
has returned
crowd had to almost hang fr6m the
rafters in order to get Into the hall. to Dorchester. Mafc., after a few
It was a good show and the “gate” days’ visit with her mother M:,
was a delight, and was U6ed to Mary' (Libby. ,
BRAY’S NORTH HAVEN BAND
Back row, left to right: Hal Crockett bass tuba, .Alton Lewis trombone, “Reel” Calderwood alto, Parker Stone trombone, Harold Beverage trom buy new uniforms. North Haven
Mrs. Hattie Counce of South
bone, Alinon Cooper trombone. Harry Dyer alto, Lamar Lewis baritone. Middle row: Ralph Gillis cornet, Sam Nutt cornet. Lige York cornet, folks were proud of their fine band, Thomaston is guest at M. P. Orne's
Arthur Eaton tenor drum, Edgar Hopkins bass drum, Francis Mills cornet, Ivan Ames alto, Earl Marden alto. Front row: Arthur Bray saxophone, and said band could have almost
D. E. Barrett is having a vaca
anything it asked for.
Owen Lermond E flat clarinet, Jimmie Lewis B flat clarinet, Murray Stone B flat clarinet, Floyd Duncan B flat clarinet, Foy Brown cornet.
tion from hia duties at the State
They gave many open air concerts
Farm
and with his son Edward is
Arthur Bray organized tiie North seme of the questions were seldom , cn cornet, etc. That ycung fellow Haven band boys. Ed played tenor and always drew big crowds and
visiting
relatives at their former
Haven band and it bore his name cn asked by any except advanced knew what he was talking about and horn when I first took over. One their playing gave great pleasure to
home in Bridgewater.
the head of the bass drum. The in pupils.
—he had studied it all out himself. night I learned that he had lost I the listeners. The band was popular
Mrs. Rena Fales entertained the
Alton Lewis gave me quite a jolt No wonder he can lick the tar out the fingers of his right hand in an and deserved lt.
strumentation was well balanced
The lame of tlUs band had, in a Rug Club Thursday at her home
accident. I can’t say whether “all"
with two solo, one first, one second, one night. He asked me If closed of a mess of tangled figures!
short
time, spread to Rockland and ln Ea^t Friendship.
All the boys asked questions from his fingers is just what I should
and one third cornet; three altos, position on his elide trombone (first
Cars di iven by Mrs. Deris Max :y
first, second and third; four trom added top space, bass cleff) corre time to time but that crack from have said, but anyhow, his first, the Oakland Purk management en
bones, two first, one second and one sponded to, or with, third space C on Alton was tops In the whole list. second and I think third fingers gaged the band for a Sunday con of this place and Mrs. Louise Burns
third; two tubas (Chester Dyer a B flat cornet, tone pitch one oc- Having been reared in a family were involved and there was much cert. I went over and ferried them of Friendship were in collision late
played one of them but is not shown tave lower on the trombone than ' where children were more numerous sorrow in the band. Ed would not across the bay In the Musician, and Thursday afternoon on the Friend
took them home again. The, con ship read near Asa Curtis'. Ac
in photo); three B flat clarinets and on the cornet. Hit me with a brick! than dimes I never could even thins be able to play again, ever.
cert
was appreciated by a large audi companying Mrs. Maxey was Mrs.
Here
was
a
player
of
second
grade
of
buying
instruction
and
had
Well,
several
rehearsals
later
Ed
one E flat (four in all); one saxo
ence
and roundly applauded. Seems Olive Fales, Mrs. Edna Barrett and
phone (alto) and bass and tenor music, still in his early teens asking banged my ivory dome against many walked in one night with his horn
a
shame
that such a promising band Mrs. Laura Copeland, the latter
a question that few, very few, of the such questions and couldappreciate under his armand his handbook in
drums.
receiving bruises about the head
When I first took the band Lew top notch players with a lifetime. accomplishment when I met up his pocket. We all stared. No one had to break up and fade away.
and body. The other occupant'
I
could
use
up
more
space
than
, had the heart to say anything,
Ycrk and Vinal Hopkins were mem of playing behind them knew a with it in others.
thing
about!
7
The
name
of
"Ed"
York,
North
fearing
to
hurt
his
feelings.
He
can
be
allowed
me
with
interesting
as well as those in the Burns car
bers but dropped out soon after I
With just a bit of encouragement Havenite, is known to a great num- calmly took his seat and when the items about this band, but will post escaped injury. Both cars were
took over—moved away, or some
he
then proceeded to enlarge a bit ber of people in this and other sec- band started playing Ed started pone all such until my next and damaged, the Burns car requiring
thing. Maurice Dyer played cym
on
the subject—second position tions of New England as an artist, with the rest. He had learned to last installment dealing with North the services of a wrecker. Tiie ac
bals. He was a small chap and soon
trombone
second valve on cornet. Well, here is something about him play “left handed" and did a slick Haven, its band and its people.
cident was investigated by the
decided to give up the job, and we
third
position
trombone
first
valvo»not
known
to
many
excepting
North
,
job,
too!
Truly
“
you
can't
keep
a
(To
be
continued)
State
Police.
put the cymbals on the bass drum
and Edgar Hopkins managed them.
When we first started the music
was pretty raw but we took up scale
wprk, exercises, tone, attack, bal
ance, ensemble playing and improve
ment was rapid. I once heard a
lecturer say of a man who said that
he didn't like to listen to lectures
that “to enjoy a lecture a man must
have a place to put one.” Well,
the North Haven band boys had a
place to put instruction and conse
quently they improved their play
ing right off the bat.
From the easiest marches for be
ginners they soon moved on to a
harder grade, including very light

the biggest and most

complete line of LOW-PRICED cars

in Pontiac History

overtures, waltzes, novelty numbers,

etc.
The last of my going to the island
they were playing several of the
standard works—Martha, Faust and
others—and light opera selections
like "The Merry Widow.” By now
they were playing R. B. Hall com
positions with ease and in a very
creditable manner; also Hunting
Songs and Reveries and dozens of
fine compositions written for ad
vanced players.
Frankly, I was proud of the North
Haven band—not on account of
anything I had done, but for what
the members, individually and col
lectively, had done and continued
to do. Asking questions pertaining
to music was always a feature I en
couraged when teaching and I was
often a bit surprised at some of the
questions the North Haven band
members fired at me—meaning that
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A OENERAL MOTORS
MASTERPIECE

Metropolitan "Torpedo”. Six Four-Door Sedan, $921* (white sidewall tires extra)

x
Addition of

Meuf McfrOpc/lfanTorpet/o Sedan increases De Luxe Series to 6 Models with prices as low as $828*
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THE INTRODUCTION of its glamorous new Metropolitan
“Torpedo” Sedan, Pontiac rounds out the most complete line of lowpriced cars in its entire history—six big, handsome De Luxe models
with bodies by Fisher, every one available with either a six-cylinder
or an eight-cylinder engine.
The new Metropolitan Sedan takes its place among the motor car
style hits of all time. Patterned after a higher-priced and sensationally
successful Pontiac model, it combines unusual rear-compartment
spaciousness with the privacy possible only in 4-door, 4-window
design.
In addition to the new Metropolitan, Pontiac's De Luxe series now
includes the 4-door 6-window Sedan; the Sedan Coupe; the 2-door
Sedan; the Business Coupe and the very smart Convertible Sedan Coupe.
All six of these lowest-priced Pontiacs offer the sound, time-tried
engineering principles which have won Pontiac such an excellent
reputation for riding Comfort, handling ease and long, trouble-free
service. And all of them are exceptionally economical to own and drive.
Plan to see the Metropolitan Sedan—as well as the Pontiac
“Torpedoes”—which are offered in a wide range of prices. And
WITH

YOUR VACATION

De Luxe "Torpedo" Six Buxines* Coupe. $828# (white.sidewall
tires extra) also available in De Luxe "Torpedo" Six Sedan
Coupe, $864*

Itail lounge.

FA
De Lam "Torpedo" Six Convertible Sedas Coape, $102$*

(white sidewall ures extra)
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remember ... if you can afford any new car, you can afford a Pontiac.
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Personal

Direction

De Luxe "Torpedo” Six Two-Door Sedas, $874* (white side
wall tires extra)

De Luxe "Torpedo” Six Four-Door Sedan, $921* (whits aids-

wall tires extra)
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PONTIAC

ONLY $25 MORE FOR AN

*

EIGHT IN ANY MODEL
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Miami. Florida

•
optional
equipment and accessories—extra. Prices subject 88 t
change without notice.
*

★ Delivered at Pontiac, Michigan. State
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